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Worldwide production of natural gas has surged in the last few decades leading to an
economic windfall for many communities, but sometimes these new sources of natural gas are
located in geographically isolated locations. These areas are so remote that it isn’t economically
feasible to transport this stranded gas to market; instead, novel technologies are required to
process it on site and convert it to more valuable products. One path to accomplishing this is to
utilize micro-scale reactors which offer radically smaller footprints, intensification of mass and
heat transportation, and large surface area to volume ratios. Microreactors can be designed to
accommodate catalytic processes such as steam reforming of methane or Fischer-Tropsch
synthesis (FTS) and plasma processes such as methane activation in corona discharge plasmas.
These kinds of processes can convert methane into more valuable products such as longer chain
hydrocarbons or olefins. A key to successfully designing these microreactors is to first model
their fundamental processes and examine how different conditions affect the product
dissemination.
This work primarily consists of two mathematical models, the first for a Fischer-Tropsch
synthesis catalytic microreactor and the second a corona discharge plasma microreactor. Both

models are described as laminar flow in a rectangular duct, and as ideal gases with isotropic
diffusion in the bulk phase. Steady-state mass balances are performed for all reactants and
products present in the reactor. Chemical reactions are broken down to elemental-steps, with
each step described by first-order kinetics. Additionally, the FTS model treats catalytic sites as
chemical species that participate in the reactions while the corona plasma model does the same
for free electrons in the plasma phase. Reaction rate constants are modelled using Arrhenius
kinetics, with the exception of the electron impact dissociation reaction rate constants in the
corona plasma model which have a unique form. All work was done using the COMSOL
Multiphysics® software which uses numerical approximation techniques to solve the coupled,
partial differential equations which arise from evaluating the mass balances.
Results from both models were split into two sections consisting of a detailed analysis of
a base or optimal case of operating parameters and a parametric sweep of important variables.
The optimal conditions of the FTS model were selected to be 240 °C, 20 bar, feed ratio of 2:1
H2/CO, and a residence time of 10 seconds. For these conditions, the carbon monoxide
conversion was found to be 86.8% and the hydrocarbon concentrations peaked with
nonane/decane. Only a small amount of carbon dioxide was produced, which is consistent with
the literature. The FTS parametric sweep revealed that residence time was strongly correlated
with higher conversions and weakly correlated with a tendency to shorter hydrocarbon chains,
that higher pressure was directly correlated with conversion up to 20 bar and had no correlation
to hydrocarbon distribution, that higher H2/CO ratios had no correlation with conversion and was
strongly correlated with shorter hydrocarbons, and that higher temperature was weakly inversely
correlated with temperature and correlated with a tendency to longer hydrocarbon chains. All of
these results were comparable to literature trends, with the important exception of the

hydrocarbon selectivity at higher temperatures which was the opposite, most likely due to the
model failing to capture the correct diffusion rates of adsorbed species on the catalyst surface.
The optimal conditions for the corona plasma model were selected to be 1 bar, 5 mA of current,
2 kV across the gap, feed ratio of 1:3:6 N2/CH4/CO2, and a residence time of 2 milliseconds
within the plasma flame. These conditions yielded a methane conversion of 18.5%, which
compares favorably to a similar real world reactor’s conversion of 15.3 ± 4.2%. Selectivity to
C2+ products was 0.875 in the model, much higher than the 0.446 ± 0.126 measured in the real
world reactor. This difference was driven by the formation of carbon monoxide in the reactor,
which the real world reactor had considerably more of, likely due to a catalytic reaction taking
place at the tungsten electrodes. The corona parametric sweep showed that higher residence
times correlated to higher conversions and increased selectivity towards ethylene and acetylene,
but no correlation on C2+ selectivity more generally. Increasing the pressure in the corona from
1 to 2 bar led to modest increased in conversion and selectivity, but pressures beyond 2 bar
showed no change. Higher methane feed concentrations were negatively correlated with
conversion, but showed increases in selectivity indicating that methane was the limiting reagent
at these conditions. Changes in the feed concentrations of carbon dioxide or nitrogen showed no
significant correlation with either conversion or selectivity. Increasing current correlated to
higher conversions up until 2.5 mA where it leveled off, and it also correlated to higher C2+
selectivities up until 1 mA after which is began to decrease. Higher voltages correlated to higher
conversions and higher acetylene selectivity.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1.1 Present Need
Across the globe, a natural gas boom has created tremendous economic opportunities as
well as technical challenges. Between 1990 and 2018, global production of natural gas has
doubled from approximately 2,000 billion cubic meters (bcm) to 4,000 bcm1. Within the U.S.,
much of this expansion can be attributed to new technologies2 allowing companies to extract the
gas from shale rock formations3. Despite this tremendous success overall, it is estimated by the
Department of Energy that in the U.S. alone 13.3 bcm of natural gas4 was vented or flared in
2018, at a market value loss to the industry of roughly $3.66 billion5. Much of this gas is abated
because the wells are located in geographically isolated areas where transporting the product
isn’t economically feasible6. What’s needed is a method of processing that can convert natural
gas into more valuable chemicals that makes it profitable for companies to transport it to market.
Process intensification is the “development of innovative apparatuses and techniques that
offer drastic improvements…substantially decreasing equipment volume, energy consumption,
or waste formation, and ultimately leading to cheaper, safer, sustainable technologies”
(Stankiewicz and Moulijn, 2000)7. One avenue of decreasing both equipment volume and
energy consumption is to transition away from traditional large-scale centralized processes
(macroscale reactor systems) and towards modular small-scale processes (microreactors and
microscale-based technologies). Due to their sub-millimeter characteristic dimensions,
microscale-based reactors offer superior mass and heat transfer, smaller footprints, and higher
surface area to volume ratios which allow for greater reaction efficiencies.
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Commerical price available in reference, for calculation of this value see Appendix A
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1.2 Fundamentals of Microtechnology
Microtechnology is a promising field of inquiry with a select focus on miniaturization,
modularization of processes, and process intensification in existing processes. While it has
varying definitions, here microtechnology will be defined as any process or device where a key
dimension is on the scale of 1-500 micrometers. Naturally, the term microreactor can be applied
to any chemical reactor whose key dimension is in the fore mentioned range. The advantages of
implementing a microreactor over a conventional sized reactor are summarized below:
i.

Intensification of heat and mass transportation

ii.

Large surface area to volume ratio

iii.

Smaller footprint

iv.

Lower sunk and operating costs

v.

Tighter control over operating parameters (principally temperature and pressure)

vi.

Smaller raw amounts of chemicals leads to safer conditions

The intensification of heat and mass transportation can best be seen below in Fourier’s Law of
thermal conduction and Fick’s Law of diffusion:

Q
T
  kA
t
x
C
 2C
D 2
t
x
From Equation 1, it can be seen that decreasing the order of magnitude of the distance x will lead
to an increase of an order of magnitude of heat transfer equal to x. From Equation 2, it can be
seen that decreasing the order of magnitude of the distance x will lead to an increase of an order
of magnitude of mass diffusion equal to x2. Microreactors also lead to much larger surface areas
to volume ratios (~105 to 106 [m2/m3]) than found in conventional reactors8, which is very
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beneficial for heterogeneous catalysis systems. Another advantage to microreactors over macrosized reactors are that their small footprints take up less physical space, have lower capital costs,
and have lower operating and maintenance costs. Due to their smaller scale, microreactors also
lend themselves to easier control over important operating parameters such as temperature,
pressure, and mass flow rates. Finally, safety is easier to preserve in microreactors due to their
smaller volumes of chemical; leaks are less dangerous, runaway reactions more manageable, and
blockages less hazardous.
1.3 Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis
The Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis (FTS) is a catalytic process where carbon monoxide is
hydrogenated to a multicomponent mixture of hydrocarbons, as well as water and carbon
dioxide. Named after the chemists who discovered it, Frans Fischer and Hans Tropsch, the
process was also named after its use of synthetic gas, or syngas, which is principally composed
of carbon monoxide and hydrogen gases. Most FTS reactors are heterogeneous catalytic systems
where a late transition metal in the solid state functions both as scaffolding and as a catalyst for
the various reaction pathways present. Process conditions for these FTS reactors are typically
10-60 bar, 160-300 °C, and a gas mixture of 2-3:1 H2 to CO. Despite its potential as a conduit
from gas to liquid fuels, the FTS process suffers from a lack of selectivity to desired products
which greatly limits its utility and use within industry.
1.3.1 History of FTS
In 1923, Francs Fischer and Hans Tropsch first discovered and described in the literature
the process which would later bear their names9. These early experiments successfully
demonstrated that linear hydrocarbons could be produced from the hydrogenation of carbon
monoxide over cobalt, iron, and/or nickel catalysts at 180 – 250 °C and 1 bar. Later experiments
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were done at much higher pressures (~100 bar), demonstrating higher conversions10. Interest in
FTS, mainly in Germany, increased steadily and reached its zenith during the Second World War
where it provided a substantial proportion of the liquid fuel available11. After the war, large coal
reserves and a sudden demand for liquid fuels for automobiles continued to spur interest in FTS
until the oil boom in the mid 1950’s. Cheap oil supplies virtually extinguished research and
development of FTS outside of South Africa12, until the oil crisis in 1973 convinced the U.S.,
Europe, and Japan to invest more heavily in coal gasification to liquid fuels13. Today, the
keenest interest in FTS comes from natural gas producers hamstrung by geographical
limitations14.
1.3.2 Sources of Syngas
Although Fischer-Tropsch chemistry can certainly be achieved by bringing together
carbon monoxide and hydrogen from any sources, most industry feed stocks involve processes
that produce both chemicals simultaneously. Historically, the gasification of coal has been the
main source of syngas used in FTS15. This reaction proceeds as:

C  H 2O  CO  H 2
The advantage of this pathway is that coal is a widely available starting material, but the major
drawback is that it produces the reactants in a ratio that is below optimal. Other important
sources of synthetic gas are waste biomass, refinery residues, and natural gas. Natural gas
converts to syngas via a process called steam reformation, which is given as:

CH 4  H 2O  CO  3H 2
This process produces reactants in stoichiometrically optimal ratios and has been enticing more
activity due to the natural gas boom in the United States and elsewhere16. More recently, micro-
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organisms have been studied as a means of producing syngas17, but these remain hobbled by
impurities in the product stream such as carbon dioxide, water, and methane.
1.3.3 Chemistry of the Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis
The chemistry of the Fischer-Tropsch process can be succinctly summarized as an
exothermic, heterogeneously catalytic, surface polymerization reaction. Unlike most
polymerization reactions, FTS does not begin with the monomer as a reactant, but rather
generates it in situ from the syngas. From a molecular point of view, FTS is a complicated
network with multiple, often competing, reaction mechanisms. In its generic form, the chemical
equation is:

CO  H 2 cat. Ca H b  Cc H d (OH )e  C f H g CHO  Ch H iCOOH  H 2O  CO2
where subscripts a-i are dictated by the nature and composition of the catalyst chosen, as well as
the operating conditions of the reactor. Even this inelegant expression fails to adequately convey
all the possible terminal products that could result from FTS18: alkanes, alkenes, alkynes,
alcohols, ketones, carboxylic acids, ethers, esters, water, carbon dioxide, and even benzenes19.
The main reactions and important side reactions are summarized below in Table 1.1:
Table 1.1: Main and Side Reactions of the Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis. Main is defined as leading to products that
are generally desirable, while side is defined as reactions that do not.

Main Reactions
Alkanes
Alkenes
Alcohols
Side Reactions
Water-Gas Shift
Boudouard Reaction

(2𝑛 + 1)𝐻2 + 𝑛𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝑛 𝐻2𝑛+2 + 𝑛𝐻2 𝑂
2𝑛𝐻2 + 𝑛𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝑛 𝐻2𝑛 + 𝑛𝐻2 𝑂
2𝑛𝐻2 + 𝑛𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝑛 𝐻2𝑛+2 + (𝑛 − 1)𝐻2 𝑂
𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2 𝑂 ↔ 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2
2𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐶

Despite this complexity, the common journey from reactant to product can be summarized
thusly: adsorption of reactants, dissociation of reactant surface species, building the monomer,
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chain propagation, and chain termination/desorption. Although not every product passes through
each of these steps, it provides a useful framework to break down and understand FTS chemistry.
All Fischer-Tropsch synthesis reactions begin with adsorption of carbon monoxide and
hydrogen onto the catalyst surface20. This action is considered spontaneous and is certain to
occur if a reactant in the bulk phase encounters an empty site on the catalyst21. For the adsorbed
hydrogen molecule, dissociation into two adsorbed hydrogen radical species occurs almost
instantly, such that more often than not these two steps are considered to be one22. As for the
carbon monoxide, its fate is tied to the catalyst chosen as it can dissociate spontaneously,
dissociate with help from adsorbed hydrogen species, or not dissociate at all23. Depending on the
catalyst, certain reaction mechanisms are favored, and there are two major agreed-upon reaction
mechanisms for FTS; the CH2 insertion mechanism (also called the carbide mechanism) and the
CO insertion mechanism. Other potential mechanisms include the enol mechanism and the
alkenyl mechanism.
1.3.3.1 The CH2 Insertion Mechanism
The CH2 insertion mechanism is a surface reaction mechanism where a CH2 species
inserts itself between another surface species and the surface itself. This is illustrated below in
Figure 1.1:

7
Figure 1.1: CH2 Insertion Mechanism for FTS. The CH2 insertion mechanism is detailed above, consisting of three
major steps. This mechanism begins by having the CH2 monomer positioned next to the hydrocarbon chain,
forming a C-C bond between them, and finally having the hydrocarbon chain release its surface bond.

From Figure 1.1, it can be seen that this mechanism requires the CH2 species to occupy a catalyst
site immediately adjacent to the hydrocarbon chain being constructed (1). The CH2 monomer
then (2) forms a bond to the burgeoning hydrocarbon chain while both species still remain
attached to the catalytic surface. Next, the hydrocarbon chain detaches from the surface site to
hang in the bulk phase (3), freeing up a catalyst site while adding a new CH2 segment to the
chain. From here, one of two steps can occur: the chain can propagate again by undergoing
another CH2 insertion step, or the chain can terminate. Chain termination for the CH2 insertion
mechanism occurs either when hydrogen is added or subtracted to the hydrocarbon chain as
shown below in Figure 1.2:

Figure 1.2: Chain Termination in FTS. Hydrocarbon chains terminate from the catalytic surface in two ways;
hydrogenation to alkane products, or β-CH cleavage to alkene products.

The CH2 insertion/carbide mechanism was originally proposed by Fischer and Tropsch
themselves not long after their initial discovery24. Later, experimental results catalyst from
Brady and Pettit using the 13C isotope in CO and running diazomethane over a cobalt catalyst
provided solid proof for this mechanism25. As with all FTS mechanisms, CH2 insertion is very
exothermic and while the exact level of exothermicity depends on the products produced,
generally26:
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2nH 2  nCO  (CH 2 )n   nH 2O

H rxn  167 kJ / mol

1.3.3.2 The CO Insertion Mechanism
Although the carbide mechanism has been proven, especially for cobalt catalysts, there
was strong evidence that a mechanism involving an oxygenated species was required to explain
FTS on an iron catalyst27. In 1970, Pichler and Schultz put forth a CO insertion mechanism that
entailed an adsorbed CO molecule inserting itself between a surface species and the catalyst28.
Analogous to the CH2 insertion but with more intermediary steps, it proceeds as demonstrated
below:

Figure 1.3: CO Insertion Mechanism. A simplified version of the CO insertion mechanism is shown where a
hydrocarbon chain is initiated. The CO insertion mechanism can also lead to the formation of oxygenates (not
shown).

From Figure 1.3, the formation of hydrocarbon chains using the CO insertion mechanism is
demonstrated. This mechanism is important for FTS, especially on iron-based catalyst
systems29. The CO insertion mechanism can also lead to the formation of many oxygenated
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hydrocarbon species such as alcohols, aldehydes, and ketones30. A qualitative comparison
between the CH2 and CO insertion mechanisms is shown below in Figure 1.4:

Figure 1.4: Step-by-Step Comparison of CH2 and CO Insertion Mechanisms. Major product pathways are
compared between the CH2 insertion mechanism (a) and the CO insertion mechanism (b). While both mechanisms
are capable of producing alkanes and alkenes, only the CO insertion mechanism excels at producing oxygenates31.

1.3.4 FTS Catalysts
In all catalytic processes the choice of catalyst used is perhaps the most consequential,
and in the case of Fischer-Tropsch synthesis it defines the chemistry. Unlike most processes, the
varied, overlapping FTS reaction mechanisms mean that different catalysts will catalyze different
pathways leading to different products being favored32. Before settling on a catalyst, both the
desired products and the chemical feedstock of the syngas would have to be carefully considered.
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From the chemistry, it is clear that an ideal FTS catalyst must have low chemisorption
values for both hydrogen and carbon monoxide. If the catalyst surface and the reactants bond
too securely, it will be difficult for the lateral chemistry to occur as well as to dislodge the
products from the surface. From Figure 1.5 below, group VIII metals are plotted comparing their
chemisorption strength for both reactants:

Figure 1.5: CO Chemisorption vs H2 Chemisorption for Selected Group VIII Metals33.

The above Figure 1.5 partly explains why Co and Fe attract much of the interest of industry;
cobalt catalysts have the lowest heat of adsorption for hydrogen and iron catalysts have the
lowest heat of adsorption for carbon monoxide. From elsewhere in literature, it is shown that
metals from groups III-VI are ineffectual catalysts for FTS due to their tendency to form stable
metal-oxide layers34,35. Also from literature, it has been demonstrated that metals from groups
XI and XII generally offer low FTS activity36, with the notable exception of copper, which is
used mainly to make methanol37. These considerations leave only Fe, Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, Pd, Os, Ir,
and Pt as potential FTS catalysts.
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A final consideration for Fischer-Tropsch catalysts is cost. From Table 1.2 below, the
relative catalytic activities are graphed versus the current cost of some of these metals:
Table 1.2: Four Prominent FTS Catalysts Compared via their Price, FTS Activity, Water-Gas Shift Activity, and
Hydrogenation Activity. None of the catalyst candidates is ideal, but cobalt and iron offer the best tradeoffs. “+”
indicates larger values, “+/‒” indicates a very low value.38

Metal
Ni
Fe
Co
Ru

Price
++
+
+++
+++++

FTS Activity
+
+
+++
+++++

WGS Activity
+/‒
+++
+/‒
+/‒

Hydrogenation Activity
+++++
+
+++
+++

Table 1.2 shows that no FTS catalyst perfectly the sweet spot of high FTS activity, low WaterGas Shift and hydrogenation activity, and cost effectiveness. Ruthenium is one of the most
active catalysts at low temperatures and doesn’t require any promoters, but is hobbled by its toohigh cost and lack of sufficient global supply39. Although not shown in Table 1.2, rhodium,
palladium, osmium, iridium, and platinum are even more expensive40 than ruthenium and thus
are unsuitable for commercial processes of FTS. Nickel has excellent activity, but its high
selectivity to methane as a product makes it undesirable41. This leaves only cobalt and iron
catalysts as recognizably superior candidates for use in FTS processes.
Cobalt FTS catalysts are characterized by a high selectivity to alkanes42, a relatively low
deactivation rate43, and a tendency towards longer hydrocarbon chains44. Iron catalysts
meanwhile excel at alkene production45, oxygenate production46, and are very cost effective but
generally require the presence of promoters to achieve high FTS activity47. A more
comprehensive comparison between these two catalysts is given below in Table 1.3:
Table 1.3: Qualitative Comparison of Cobalt and Iron FTS Catalysts. Iron catalysts excel at higher temperatures,
offer high cost effectiveness and shine at producing oxygenates, but they are hobbled by a tendency to deactivation.
Cobalt catalysts have long lives and produce long-chain hydrocarbons, but are significantly more expensive.

Temperature Range (°C)
Main Products

Cobalt-based Catalyst
200-240
Linear, Long-Chain Alkanes

Iron-based Catalyst
300-350
Olefins, Oxygenates, Short-
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Lifetime
Ideal H2/CO Ratio
Water-Gas Shift Reaction
Cost

Resists Deactivation
1.8 - 2.1
Low
Medium

Chains
Vulnerable to Deactivation
0.5 - 2.5
High
Very Low

1.3.4.1 Catalyst Promoters and Supports
In heterogeneous catalysis, promoters are ingredients that are added into the catalyst to
improve performance48. For FTS, this usually means promoters than increase selectivity towards
desired products (typically but not limited to liquid-fuel hydrocarbons, olefins, and long-chain
alcohols). Unlike cobalt-based catalysts, which enjoy high FTS activity without promoters, ironbased catalysts require the presence of promoters to keep up their catalytic activity as well as
ward off deactivation49. Iron catalysts in Fischer-Tropsch are typically doped with copper to
increase activity and facilitate reduction50, as well an alkali metal, conventionally potassium.
Potassium in the catalytic layer of iron increases overall activity, boosts growth probability of
hydrocarbon chains, and increased the selectivity towards 1-alkenes51.
Usually, catalysts require the presence of a support material upon which to be mounted.
Supports are primarily utilized to provide mechanical stability (which catalysts typically lack)52.
In addition to their mechanical stability, ideal catalyst supports are chemically inert and have
high surface area-to-volume ratios53. For Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, metal-oxides such as
alumina, silica, and titania are overwhelming the preferred choices for the catalyst support54.
These kinds of material are capable of withstanding the high pressure, high temperature
environments found within FTS reactors without significantly affecting the chemistry. The other
material that has been attracting interest within the FTS community is activated carbon, which
provides a large amount of surface area and favorable chemical conditions55.
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1.3.5 FTS Modeling
The history of much of the modelling within FTS can be understood as an attempt to
develop a simple rate equation that is a function of parameters that are controllable or at least
measurable. By far the simplest and most widely used of these models is the Anderson-SchulzFlory (ASF)56 model, which treats the FTS process as a classical polymerization reaction. The
ASF model simplifies the entire FTS process down to one variable, α, called the chain growth
probability factor as shown below:
𝑚𝑛 = (1 − 𝛼)𝛼 𝑛−1
where n is the carbon number and mn is the mole fraction of a hydrocarbon with chain length of
n. The α term has a domain of 0 to 1, with a 0 corresponding to no chain propagation
(methanation) and a 1 corresponding to no chain termination (coke formation). For example,
nickel catalysts have very high α values (~0.99) while iron catalysts have relative low α values
(~0.75)57. Figure 1.6 below illustrates the relationship between final hydrocarbon product length
and the chain growth probability factor:

Figure 1.6: Selectivity to Hydrocarbon Lengths vs. Chain Growth Probability Factor58. Lower values for the chain
growth probability factor correspond with smaller hydrocarbon chains being favored FTS products.
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The strengths of the ASF model are its simplicity and its ability to predict the final product
distribution from a single, calculable parameter. On the downside, the Anderson-Shulz-Flory
model consistently falls short in some ways when compared to real world results. The biggest
discrepancy between the ASF model and real reactors is the amount of methane; ASF predicts
very low (<1 wt%) amounts of methane for cobalt catalysts whereas values of 25-30 wt% are
typically observed59. This is most likely due to heat transfer inefficiencies within the real world
reactors leading to hot spots that favor methanation, something the ASF model is incapable of
account for. Other differences are a near total lack of C2 products often observed, as well as the
amount of heavy hydrocarbons being substantially different60.

1.4 Plasmas
Alongside gases, liquids, and solids, plasma constitute the fourth fundamental state of
matter. Despite their rare occurrence here on Earth, plasmas comprise an overwhelming
majority of the visible matter observed in the Universe61. First discovered by Sir William
Crookes62 in 1879, it was later named in the literature by Irving Langmuir63 in 1928. Plasmas
are distinct from other phases of matter in that they consist of clouds containing a mixture of
atoms or molecules that have had some of their electrons stripped off as well as the now-free
electrons64. This results in a jumble of positive ions, electrons, atoms, molecules, radicals, and
(rarely) negative ions65. As plasmas are constantly generating free electrons, they have
functionally infinite electrical conductivity66. Like gases, plasmas will assume the shape and
volume of the container they occupy, but unlike gases, they are generally dominated by external
electric or magnetic fields67. In the absence of external forces, particles in the plasma state
generally travel about randomly in direction as shown below in Figure 1.7:
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Figure 1.7: Molecular View of Plasma. Positive ions, negative species (mostly electrons), and neutral species
(molecules and radicals) diffuse randomly about in a plasma. Generally, the number of positive species and
negative species are roughly equal.

Despite consisting of a mixture of positively and negatively charged particles, the average
plasma is electrically neutral68. Beyond these properties, plasmas can be broken down into
various categories; fully vs. partially-ionized, thermal vs. non-thermal, and natural vs. manmade.
1.4.1 Fully Ionized vs Partially Ionized Plasmas
When a gas ionizes, it transitions to the plasma state, but depending on the degree of
ionization the plasma properties can be very different. The degree of ionization is defined as the
fraction of atoms that have lost or gained electrons, as shown below69:
𝛼 ≡

𝑛𝑖
𝑛𝑖 + 𝑛𝑁

where ni is the total number of ions and nN is the total number of neutral atoms. From the
definition, it can be seen that the domain is 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, where fully ionized plasmas occur near
unity and only weakly ionized plasmas occur near zero. Another way to think of full versus
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partial ionized plasmas is to look at particle collisions; specifically, the frequency of electron-ion
collisions (νie) versus the frequency of electron-neutral collisions (νne). As the degree of
ionization in plasma increases, the frequency of electron-ion collisions increases and the
frequency of electron-neutral collisions decreases such that νie > νne as the plasma approaches
full ionization. For plasmas that are only weakly ionized, νie ≤ νne.
1.4.2 Thermal vs Non-Thermal Plasmas
Thermal (or hot) plasmas are where the temperature of the electrons (Te) and the
temperature of the ions and neutrals (Ti and Tn) are in equilibrium, such that Te = Ti = Tn70.
Conversely, non-thermal (or cold) plasmas are where the temperature of the electrons exceeds
the temperature of the ions or neutrals as Te > Ti or Tn. The temperature of the electrons in nonthermal plasmas can often be much greater than the other species; in many systems, the neutral
species are at or near room temperature while the electrons are in the tens of thousands
Kelvins71.
1.4.3 Natural and Artificially-Created Plasmas
There are many different forms of plasmas throughout the Universe and in current use in
industry and academia. Figure 1.8 below illustrates many of them:
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Figure 1.8: Electron Temperature (in eV) vs Particle Density for Cosmic and Laboratory Plasmas72. Of special
interest to this work is the ‘Glow discharges’ box.

Stars, solar wind, the solar corona, and the interior of the Sun are all examples of natural plasmas
that are fully ionized73. On Earth, other natural plasmas include the ionosphere, the polar
aurorae, and lightning strikes74. Artificial plasmas created by humanity include fluorescent
lights, plasma televisions, neon signs, and many semiconductor instruments including etching,
sputtering, and plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition75. Although there are numerous,
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intricate processes to making highly specific plasmas for use in industry and commercial
products, all of them can be reduced to one of three different methods; heating, electric
discharge/current, and magnetic induction76.
The simplest method for ionizing a gas to plasma is simply to heat it; beyond a certain
temperature any atom or molecule begins to decompose. As these species decompose, they
collapse into free electrons, positive ions, photons, and radicals and thus enter the plasma
phase77. Using powerful magnetic fields is another viable path to induce a plasma; the magnetic
field lines force electrons out of their constituent atoms or molecules to create the plasma78.
Finally, the most well-controlled and widespread method for creating a plasma is to use an
electrical current. Plasma torches, mercury fluorescent lights, ion thrusters, and many other
processes utilize electricity as a means for creating the plasmas they rely on79. One common
method of generating high energy electrons is to utilize a discharge.
1.4.3.1 Electrical Discharges for Creating Plasmas
An electrical discharge is where a direct transmission of electricity occurs through a
medium, usually a gas80. Electrical discharges can be used to ionize a gas to a plasma as shown
below in Figure 1.9:
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of Electrical Discharge. Electrons flow to the negative electrode, eventually arcing through
the gas medium causing it to breakdown into the plasma state.

From Figure 1.9, it can be seen that a voltage drop across the gap will lead to electrons arcing
across through the gas flowing orthogonally to the current path. These electrons will collide with
the gas molecules, ionizing some and creating radicals from others to create the plasma between
the two electrodes. There are many different variations of this basic design such as dielectric
barrier discharge, electric arcing, and corona discharge.
1.4.4 Corona Discharge Plasma
When a large, negative voltage potential is imposed on a conductive needle that extends
into a gas, many interrelated natural phenomenon occur simultaneously. At the quantum level, a
small number of electrons will tunnel through the potential energy barrier and escape into the
bulk gas phase; meanwhile, a small fraction of the gas molecules will naturally ionize and
produce a positive ion and an electron. Normally, these now free electrons will ground out, but
in the presence of the electric field being applied they are energized and swept up along the field
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lines until they collide with other gas molecules. If these electrons have sufficiency energy,
these collisions will create addition ions and free electrons, which will then be picked up by the
electric field, repeating the process in a chain reaction called an electron avalanche81. Once the
electric field is fully formed, its presence effectively reduces the work function of the needle
making it easier for electrons to escape in a phenomenon called the Schottky Effect82. While all
this is going on, positive ions are attracted to the negatively charged needle and crash into the
surface, freeing more electrons from the surface. Finally, additional inelastic electron-molecule
collisions produce excited gas species whose decay produces short-wavelength photons that are
capable of ionizing more gas molecules or dislodging extra electrons from the surface of the
emitter.
As the gas ionization level increases it becomes more and more conductive, which creates
a path for the electrons on the surface resulting in an electric discharge. This discharge
unleashes a stream of highly energetic electrons which are free to travel in the bulk phase under
the direction of the electric field until they collide with the gas molecules. If the electrons have
sufficient energy, these collisions will create additional ionic and radical species, thus creating a
plasma that is called a corona discharge plasma. These plasmas can occur spontaneously around
high voltage transformers, and generally produce a violet-colored light due to the surrounding
air83. A more detailed examination of this phenomenon is illustrated below in Figure 1.10:
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Figure 1.10: Negative DC Corona Discharge from Point to Plate. Free electrons are generated from the electrode at
left and travel to the right with the electric field before colliding with gas molecules to create positive ions, more
free electrons, and radical species. Note that the drawing is not to scale; the corona plasma region constitutes only a
small part of the distance between the electrode and the plate.84

From Figure 1.10 above, the entire life cycle of the corona is sketched out. It begins by drawing
a large, negative potential on the pointed electrode, which eventually leads to the discharge of
electrons into the bulk phase. These electrons travel until colliding with gas molecules, resulting
in the formation of positive ions, new free electrons, and radicals (not shown). If a free electron
encounters an electronegative gas (i.e. oxygen or water vapor), it can be captured to produce a
negative ion85. Once an electron reaches the other electrode, it is grounded out. Note that the
ionization and plasma boundary values displayed are arbitrary; their true values are functions of
the electric field strength and the density of the gas.
The properties and characteristics of the corona plasma can vary greatly depending on the
current and voltage being applied to the system. From Figure 1.11 below, three distinct regions
can be identified:
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Figure 1.11: Voltage vs. Current Curve for Needle-Plane Corona at Atmospheric Pressure. Three distinct regions
are apparent.86

The Dark Discharge region (also called the Townsend Region) is characterized by free electrons
in an electric field colliding with gas molecules, creating ions and more free electrons87. In turn,
these new free electrons draw energy from the field and accelerate until they have their own
collisions which perpetuate the process. The Glow Discharge regime is where the gas phase falls
apart into a plasma state, which is apparent by the decrease in voltage, and where the corona
glows due to the relaxation of excited species88. Finally, the Arc region is where thermionic
emission drives electrons from the electrode leading to arc discharges and much energy is
expanded in sensibly heating the other species present in the plasma89. For this work, the focus
will be on corona discharge plasmas in the glow regime.
In plasma terms, a corona discharge plasma is a non-thermal, partially ionized plasma.
The electrons generated by the plasma are considerably hotter than the other, larger species,
often by orders of magnitude. These electrons do not have a uniform energy level; however, but
rather occupy a distribution as illustrated below in Figure 1.12:
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Figure 1.12: Number of Electrons per Unit Volume vs. Energy of Electron in a Weakly Ionized Discharge. A
Maxwellian distribution of electron energies is discernible. ξdiss and ξiz are the energies of dissociation and
ionization, respectively.90

From the above figure, a Maxwellian distribution of electron energies (and thus velocities) is
observed around the bulk electron temperature Te. Analogous to the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution from the Kinetic Theory of Gases91, the long tail of the distribution looms large in
importance as that is where electrons with sufficient energy to drive dissociation and ionization
reactions are found.

1.4.4.1 Corona Discharge Plasma Applications
Corona discharge plasmas are currently employed in a number of commercial and
industrial applications. One of the oldest and most valuable commercial applications of corona
discharge is the production of ozone. Dating back to at least 194692, dry air is run through a
corona plasma to produce ozone as well as some undesired NOx products. Another commercial
application for corona discharge is their use in photocopying; a corona wire is extended over the
copy paper such that it becomes covered in positive ions from the plasma. After that, the picture
to be copied is shined as light onto the copy paper which neutralizes the positive charges creating
a negative image of the picture. Next, a powder with a negative charge is sprinkled over the
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copy paper, sticking to the regions with positive charges to duplicate the original picture and the
whole thing is heated to fix the image93. Corona discharges also find use in air purification; by
ionizing the gas particles they can eradicate airborne pathogens and help protect vulnerable
electronics from electrostatic buildup94. A similar process can be done for polluted soil95.
Finally, food decontamination is a promising new industrial application that is under
investigation. It is believed that a corona discharge plasma can be used to create excited
chemical species that, when exposed to the surface of fruits or vegetables for a short duration,
can destroy bacteria such as Salmonella and Escherichia coli96.
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CHAPTER 2: GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND
CONTRIBUTION TO THE SCIENCES
2.1 Goals
The paramount goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that a novel mathematical model
based on elementary reaction steps and mostly first-order kinetics can successfully describe
chemical reaction processes in microscale-based reactors.
A secondary goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that numerical simulation of the FischerTropsch Synthesis reaction and of the activation of methane in a corona discharge reactor are
both feasible using this newly-developed mathematical modeling approach.
2.2 Objectives


Develop elemental-step representation of the Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis kinetics



Develop elemental-step representation of the kinetics of the activation of methane in a
corona discharge plasma



Develop mathematical models based on the first-order kinetic representation of the
Fischer-Tropsch elemental-step chemical reaction kinetics, and activation of methane
in a corona discharge plasma elemental-step chemical reaction kinetics



Perform numerical simulation of the Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis chemical kinetics,
and activation of methane in corona discharge plasma chemical kinetics, based on
corresponding mathematical models



Develop the mathematical model of the microscale-based reactor, and then integrate
above developed kinetic models
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Perform numerical simulation of the steady-state operation of the microscale-based
reactor



Validate the results of the simulation of the operation of the microscale-based reactor
with experimentally obtained data in Fischer-Tropsch and corona processes



Develop new reactor schemes using the above models to inform future experimental
apparatuses

2.3 Contribution to Science
This thesis contributes to science by creating a new method of evaluation and modelling
chemical reactors. By breaking down overall chemical reactions into their constituent
elementary reaction-steps and assigning them mostly first-order kinetics representation, this
novel method allows for a greater understanding of how these reaction processes take place in
microscale-based chemical reactors. This thesis will successfully apply this new method to a
catalytic Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis reactor and to a corona discharge plasma-based reactor, two
vastly different systems.
By demonstrating how this developed mathematical model of chemical reaction
processes, which is based on elemental reaction-steps and first-order kinetics, is capable of
evaluation two immensely dissimilar processes we can surmise that the newly-developed
mathematical model (and its accompanying numerical simulation) represent a New Method of
Scientific Investigation in the area of chemical reaction engineering.
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CHAPTER 3: THEORETICAL MODEL
CONSTRUCTION AND TOOLS
In Chapter 3, a multicomponent mathematical model is presented for two dissimilar
chemical microreactor processes; a Fischer-Tropsch synthesis and a corona plasma discharge.
This model is built on chemical engineering first principles: conservation of momentum, energy,
and mass. It is also built on modelling the chemistry as a network of elementary reaction steps
with mostly first-order kinetics, as well treating both catalytic sites and free electrons as
chemical species onto themselves. The primary computational tool used is COMSOL
Multiphysics® Software, and its operation and use are described. Finally, the authentic
COMSOL code used for the base cases of both models is also presented.

3.1 Mathematical Model

Figure 3.1: Fluid Flow Through a Rectangular Duct. Flow proceeds only in the x-direction. Black rectangular
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prism describes total microreactor geometry, while small blue cube is a box of differential volume. The green plane
at Y=H is the catalyst surface while the red box denotes the volume of the plasma flame.

Figure 3.1 above illustrates the control volume and coordinate system that will be used
throughout the momentum and mass balances for both models. Both microreactors consist of
rectangular channels, so Cartesian coordinates were selected. Flow is unidirectional in the xdirection while diffusion is isotropic. The green plane at bottom simulated the catalyst surface in
the FTS model while the red rectangular prism simulated the plasma flame in the corona plasma
model. Neither one of these regions affects the momentum balance, which is shared between
both models. The assumptions and variables for the momentum balance are given below:
Assumptions:
Flow is entirely laminar.
System is at steady-state.
Fluid is Newtonian.
Flow is isothermal.
Density of fluid is constant, i.e. flow is incompressible.
Flow is fully developed and unidirectional (in x).
Flow is horizontal, thus negating gravitational effects.
Diffusion in the bulk is omnidirectional.
Variables:
A – Cross-Sectional Area of Reactor [m2]
c – Constant [no units]
C – Concentration [mol/m3]
D – Diffusion Coefficient [m2/s]
F – Force [N]
g – Gravity [m/s2]
H – Height of Reactor (y-direction) [m]
kB – Boltzmann Constant [m2-kg/s2-K]
L – Length of Reactor (x-direction) [m]
ṁ – Mass Flow Rate [kg/s]
m – Mass [kg]
M – Molecular Weight [g/mol]
N – Flux [mol/m2-s]
ρ – Density of Fluid [kg/m3]
P – Pressure [Pa]
Q – Volumetric Flow Rate [m3/s]
Ri – Generation/Consumption of species i [mol-m3/s]
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t – Time [s]
T – Temperature [K]
τ – Shear Stress [Pa]
μ – Viscosity [Pa-s]
νc – Collision Frequency [1/s]
v – Velocity [m/s]
W – Width of Reactor (z-direction) [m]
x – Direction Vector of Fluid Flow [m]
3.1.1 Momentum Balance for Both Reactors

Starting with the Continuity Equation for Cartesian coordinates:
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Applying steady-state and incompressible flow assumptions:
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Thus:
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Flow only exists in x-direction; there can be no changes in y or z-directions, thus:
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Beginning with the Navier-Stokes Equations for Cartesian coordinates:
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Applying the previous assumptions, the y-direction and z-direction reduce to nothing. For the xdirection:
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Which simplifies to:

P  xx

x
x

Applying the definition of a Newtonian fluid:

 2 vx
P
 2
x
y
Boundary conditions to solve this PDE will include two points of arbitrary pressure at either end
of the reactor a no-slip condition on the reactor wall and a no shear condition in the middle:

at x  0, P  P0 and at x  L, P  PL
v
at y  0, x  0 and at y  H , vx  0
y
Setting the LHS equal to an arbitrary mathematical constant and separating and integrating
yields:

P
 c1
x



PL

P0

L

dP   c1 dx
0

PL  P0  ( L  0)c1
P P
c1  L 0
L
Doing the same for the RHS while plugging in the known value for c1 yields:

 2vx
P P
 2  c1  L 0
y
L
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Separating and integrating this expression gives:

vx PL  P0

y  c2
y
L

Applying the no-shear in the middle of the flow boundary condition yields:

PL  P0
 0   c2
L
c2  0

0

Separating and integrating the previous expression gives:

PL  P0
y dy
L
P P
vx  L 0 y 2  c3
2 L

 dvx  

Finally, applying the last boundary condition gives the velocity profile:

0

PL  P0 2
H  c3
2 L

PL  P0 2
H
2 L
P P
vx  L 0 y 2  H 2
2 L
c3  





3.1.2 Mass Balance for Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis Microreactor
Begin by performing a mass balance on the differential volume of the reactor:

In  Out  Generation  Accumulation
Recognizing that no mass is accumulating and that there is no reaction taking place in the bulk
phase:

In  Out  0
Factoring in unidirectional flow in the x-direction and omnidirectional diffusion, this mass
balance becomes:
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Dividing this expression through by ΔxΔyΔzΔt gives:
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Taking the limits as Δx, Δy, Δz approach zero yields:
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Recognizing that vx is a function of y and not x gives:
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Recalling the general flux equation and applying the dilute assumption:
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Applying this to the previous expression yields:
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Finally, as the diffusion coefficients are independent of direction:
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This expression requires six boundary conditions to evaluate, and they are:
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 2Ci
 2Ci
at y  0, 2  Ri and at y  H ,
0
y
y 2
 2Ci
 2Ci
at z  0, 2  0 and at z  W ,
0
z
z 2
3.1.3 Reaction Mechanism for Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis

Developing an accurate and comprehensive set of elementary reactions is of paramount
importance to the proposed mathematical models. This is especially true of a process such as the
Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis, which begins with two reactants and produces potentially dozens of
terminal products with scores of intermediate chemical species present1. Constructing an allinclusive reaction mechanism that accounts for every possible species interaction for this system
would lead to hundreds of differential mass balances that would need to be solved
simultaneously. While this is perhaps doable with today’s computational resources, a more
amenable approach to modelling this process is to restrict certain reaction pathways based off of
insights from the literature and design parameters chosen by the researchers.
Properly speaking there is no FTS reaction mechanism, but rather what it is referred to as
the FTS reaction consists of three discrete mechanisms; the CH2 insertion mechanism, the CO
insertion mechanism, and the carbide mechanism. For this work, the CH2 insertion was chosen
as the sole mechanism present, which effectively eliminated all reactions pathways that would
produce any alcohols or oxygenated hydrocarbons. Next, literature indicates that for all reaction
steps except the initial adsorption steps of carbon monoxide and hydrogen, the forward reaction
is orders of magnitude larger than the reverse2. Subsequently, it was also determined that the
model would focus exclusively on linear alkanes and disallow any reactions that led to alkenes or
cyclical alkane molecules. Finally, the mathematical model will only simulate up to decane and
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no larger. This last change in somewhat arbitrary as real world processes will not self-terminate
at this step, but it is necessary in order to reduce the workload on the mathematical solver.
Figure 3.2 below illustrates the reaction mechanism that arises from these assumptions.

Figure 3.2: CH2 Insertion Mechanism for FTS. This reaction mechanism is typical of cobalt-based catalysts. The
water-gas shift reaction is also present in upper right of the reaction diagram.

3.1.3.1 Reaction Rate Constants for Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis
The FTS reaction mechanism consists of three distinct kinds of reactions; adsorption
steps, adsorbed-species combination steps, and desorption steps. From literature, it is also
known that CH2 insertion mechanism only contains combination steps that exhibit LangmuirHinshelwood kinetics3. For all three of these kinds of steps, the Arrhenius form of the reaction
rate constant was used, with values for the activation energy and pre-exponential factor imported
from “Microkinetic Modeling of the Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis over Cobalt Catalysts” by Azadi,
P., et all4. A full table of these values for every reaction is available below in Table 3.1:
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Table 3.1: FTS Reaction Mechanism. Kinetics of all reactions are of the Arrhenius form: k = Ae (-EA/RT), where A is
the frequency factor, EA is the activation energy, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is the temperature in Kelvin. The
 denotes an empty surface site while any species with * is an adsorbed species. Reactions labeled with an “r”
denote a reverse reaction, while reactions that are lettered sequentially note elementary reactions that were combined
in the COMSOL model.

Reaction
Number
1
1r
2
2r
3a

Reaction

A

EA

H 2  2  2H *

1000

0

H *  H *  H2  2 
CO    CO *
CO *  CO  
H 2O   H 2O *

6.8e12

48.1

1000

0

1.9e16

86.7

6.0e8

58.9

8.4e12

128.1

1.9e12

54.1

6.1e15

84.3

2.2e13

44.0

1.0e13

34.7

1.2e14

4.5

3.0e12

39.5

1.5e13

107.0

1.6e14

57.3

5.0e13

53.1

5.0e13

53.1

5.0e13

53.1

5.0e13

53.1

5.0e13

53.1

4
4r
5
6
7a

H 2O *   OH *  H *
CO *  H *  HCO *  
HCO *    CO *  H *
HCO *  H *  HCOH **
HCOH **  2  CH ***  OH *
CH ***  H *  CH 2 ***  

7b

CH 2 ***  CH 2 **  

8a

CH 2 **  CH 2 **  C2 H 4 ***  

8b

C2 H 4 ***  C2 H 4 **  

9a

C2 H5 *  CH 2 **  C3 H 7 **  

9b

C3 H 7 **  C3 H 7 *  

9ra

C3 H 7 *    C3 H 7 **

9rb

C3 H 7 **    C2 H5 *  CH 2 **

10a

C3 H 7 *  CH 2 **  C4 H9 **  

10b

C4 H 9 **  C4 H 9 *  

11a

C4 H9 *  CH 2 **  C5 H11 **  

11b

C5 H11 **  C5 H11 *  

12a

C5 H11 *  CH 2 **  C6 H13 **  

12b

C6 H13 **  C6 H13 *  

13a

C6 H13 *  CH 2 **  C7 H15 **  

13b

C7 H15 **  C7 H15 *  

14a

C7 H15 *  CH 2 **  C8 H17 **  

14b

C8 H17 **  C8 H17 *  

15a

C8 H17 *  CH 2 **  C9 H19 **  

15b

C9 H19 **  C9 H19 *  

3b
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16a

C9 H19 *  CH 2 **  C10 H 21 **  

16b

C10 H 21 **  C10 H 21 *  

17a

CH 2 **  H *  CH3 **  

17b

CH3 **  CH 3 *  

18a

C2 H 4 **  H *  C2 H5 **  

18b

C2 H5 **  C2 H5 *  

19a

C3 H 6 **  H *  C3 H 7 **  

19b

C3 H 7 **  C3 H 7 *  

20a

C4 H8 **  H *  C4 H9 **  

20b

C4 H 9 **  C4 H 9 *  

21a

C5 H10 **  H *  C5 H11 **  

21b

C5 H11 **  C5 H11 *  

22a

C6 H12 **  H *  C6 H13 **  

22b

C6 H13 **  C6 H13 *  

23a

C7 H14 **  H *  C7 H15 **  

23b

C7 H15 **  C6 H15 *  

24a

C8 H16 **  H *  C8 H17 **  

24b

C8 H17 **  C8 H17 *  

25a

C9 H18 **  H *  C9 H19 **  

25b

C9 H19 **  C9 H19 *  

26a

C10 H 20 **  H *  C10 H 21 **  

26b

C10 H 21 **  C10 H 21 *  

27a

CH3 *  H *  CH 4 *  

27b

CH 4 *  CH 4  

28a

C2 H5 *  H *  C2 H 6 *  

28b

C2 H 6 *  C2 H 6  

29a

C3 H 7 *  H *  C3 H8 *  

29b

C3 H8 *  C3 H8  

30a

C4 H9 *  H *  C4 H10 *  

30b

C4 H10 *  C4 H10  

31a

C5 H11 *  H *  C5 H12 *  

31b

C5 H12 *  C5 H12  

32a

C6 H13 *  H *  C6 H14 *  

32b

C6 H14 *  C6 H14  

33a

C7 H15 *  H *  C7 H16 *  

5.0e13

53.1

1.5e14

69.6

6.8e16

126.6

1.5e13

59.2

1.1e14

66.8

1.1e14

66.8

1.1e14

66.8

1.1e14

66.8

1.1e14

66.8

1.1e14

66.8

1.1e14

66.8

3.4e17

141.0

1.5e14

131.0

1.1e15

138.8

1.1e15

138.8

1.1e15

138.8

1.1e15

138.8

1.1e15

138.8
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33b

C7 H16 *  C7 H16  

34a

C8 H17 *  H *  C8 H18 *  

34b

C8 H18 *  C8 H18  

35a

C9 H19 *  H *  C9 H 20 *  

35b

C9 H 20 *  C9 H 20  

36a

C10 H 21 *  H *  C10 H 22 *  

36b

C10 H 22 *  C10 H 22  

37a
37b

1.1e15

138.8

1.1e15

138.8

1.1e15

138.8

OH *  OH *  H 2O *  O *

9.3e11

135.3

37c
38a

H 2 O *  H 2O  *
O *  *  O **
CO *  O **  CO2 ** 

8.7e8

18.2

38b

CO2 **  CO2 * 

38c

CO2 *  CO2 
H *  O **  OH **  
OH **  OH *  

2.2e16

86.2

39a
39b

3.1.4 Mass Balance for Corona Plasma Discharge Reactor

Similar to above, a mass balance is executed on the differential volume of the reactor:

In  Out  Generation  Accumulation
Recognizing that no mass is accumulating:

In  Out  Generation  0
Factoring in unidirectional flow in the x-direction and omnidirectional diffusion, this mass
balance becomes:

vxCi yzt x  vxCi yzt

x x

 Ni , x yzt x  Ni , x yzt

Ni , z xyt z  Ni , z xyt

z z

Dividing this expression through by ΔxΔyΔzΔt gives:

x x
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Taking the limits as Δx, Δy, Δz approach zero yields:
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z
Recognizing that vx is a function of y and not x gives:

vx

Ci Ni , x Ni , y Ni , z



 Ri  0
x
x
y
z

Recalling the general flux equation and applying the dilute assumption:

Ci n
Ni   DiCi 
 Ni
C i 1
Ni   Di Ci
Applying this to the previous expression yields:

vx

Ci  
C   
C   
C 
   Di i     Di i     Di i   Ri  0
x x 
x  y 
y  z 
z 

Finally, as the diffusion coefficients are independent of direction:

Ci
 2Ci
 2Ci
 2Ci
vx
 Di 2  Di 2  Di 2  Ri  0
x
x
y
z
This expression requires six boundary conditions to evaluate, and they are:

 2Ci
at x  0, Ci  Ci ,0 and at x  L,
0
x 2
 2Ci
 2Ci
at y  0, 2  0 and at y  H ,
0
y
y 2
 2Ci
 2Ci
at z  0, 2  0 and at z  W ,
0
z
z 2
3.1.4.1 Mass Balance for Electrons

 Ri  0
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Begin by performing a mass balance on the differential volume of the plasma flame:

In  Out  Generation  Accumulation
Recognizing that no electrons are accumulating:

In  Out  Generation  0
Factoring in unidirectional flow in the y-direction and omnidirectional diffusion, this mass
balance becomes:

vyCe xzt y  vyCe xzt

y y

 Ne, x yzt x  Ne, x yzt

Ne, z xyt z  Ne, z xyt

z z

x x

 Ne, y xzt y  Ne, y xzt

y y



 Re xyzt  0

Dividing this expression through by ΔxΔyΔzΔt gives:

v y Ce

x

 v y Ce
y

y y



Ne, x x  Ne, x

x x

x



N e, y y  N e, y
y

y y



Ne , z z  Ne , z

z z

z

Taking the limits as Δx, Δy, Δz approach zero yields:

Ne, y Ne, z
N

vy Ce   e, x 

 Re  0

y
x
y
z
Recognizing that vy is a function of x and not y gives:

vy

Ce Ne, x Ne, y Ne, z



 Re  0
y
x
y
z

The flux of electrons is defined as:

Ne   DeCe
Substituting this into the above expression, and recognizing that De is independent of x,y,z:

Ce
 2Ce
 2Ce
 2Ce
vy
 De
 De
 De 2  Re  0
y
x 2
y 2
z
For electrons, the De can be calculated thusly:

De 

k BTe
me vc

 Re  0
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The boundary conditions for the above expression are:

 2Ce
 2Ce
at x  0, 2  0 and at x  L,
0
x
x 2
 2Ce
at y  0, Ce  Ce,0 and at y  H ,
0
y 2
 2Ce
 2Ce
at z  0, 2  0 and at z  W ,
0
z
z 2
3.1.5 Reaction Mechanism for Corona Discharge Reactor
Creating an accurate reaction mechanism for the plasma reactor is compounded by the
challenge of having a free electron as one of the reacting species. These free electrons travel
much faster than other reactants and are subject to the electric field being applied across the
reactor. For deciding on the system of discrete reaction steps, an approach was adopted that
allows for any reasonable radical-producing reaction that can occur to be present in the model.
Although it was determined that some pathways are considerably slower than others, all were
permitted even if their contributions to the final products were negligible. All potential reactions
that produce charged or excited species were ignored due to their significantly higher energy
thresholds and negligible impact on the final product concentrations. The final network of
reactions is visualized below:
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Figure 3.3: Reaction Mechanism for Corona Plasma Reactor. The four different kinds of reactions present within
reactor are color-coded, and methane is the typical starting chemical for the process.

From Figure 3.3 above, it can be seen that the reaction network for the corona discharge plasma
is strongly reminiscent of a spider web. Changes in concentration of one species can affect
reaction rates for several reactions and thus formation or consumption rates for many other
species. This is common for chemical processes involving plasmas, and leads to complicated,
non-linear relationships between species which underscores the importance of the elementary
reaction steps approach. For the sake of clarity, the information in Figure 3.3 is also given below
in Table 3.2 in listicle form:
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Table 3.2: Corona Plasma Reaction Mechanism. Radical species are denoted by use of *. Electrons are always
conserved, and ionization reactions are disallowed.

Reaction
Number
1

Reaction
CH 4  e  CH 3 *  H *  e

2

CH 4  e  CH 2 *  2 H *  e

3

CH 4  e  CH *  3H *  e 

4

CH 4  e  C *  4 H *  e

5

C2 H 6  e  C2 H 5 *  H *  e 

6

CH3 *  H *  CH 4

7

CH3 *  CH3 *  C2 H 6

8

CH 2 *  CH 2 *  C2 H 4

9

CH *  CH *  C2 H 2

10

H *  H *  H2

11

CH 2 *  H *  CH *  H 2

12

CH *  CH 4  C2 H 4  H *

13

C2 H5 *  CH3 *  C3 H8

14

C2 H 5 *  C2 H 5 *  C4 H10

15

CH 4  H *  CH3 *  H 2

16

C2 H 6  H *  C2 H 5 *  H 2

17

C2 H 5 *  C2 H 4  H *

18

C2 H 4  H *  C2 H 3 *  H 2

19

C2 H 3 *  C2 H 2  H *

20

H 2  e  H *  H *  e

21

CH 3 *  e  CH 2 *  H *  e

22

CH 2 *  e  CH *  H *  e

23

CH *  e  C *  H *  e

24

N 2  e  N 2 (excited )  e

25

N2 (excited )  CO2  N2  CO *  O *

26

CO2  C *  2CO *

27

CO *  O *  CO2

28
29
30

O *  O *  O2
O *  H *  OH *
OH *  H *  H 2O

31

N2 (excited )  CH 4  CH3 *  H *  N2
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3.1.5.1 Reaction Rate Constants for Corona Discharge Reactor
Similar to the FTS reactions, the corona discharge reactions contain three discrete types
of reactions; electron dissociation steps, an electronic excitation step, and radical
recombination/decay steps. Using the Arrhenius form of the reaction rate constant is well-suited
for the excitation and radical recombination/decay reactions, but is inappropriate for the
electronic dissociation reactions. The Arrhenius expression was developed to describe
thermodynamic-driven phenomenon and as such requires molecules to interact at the same
temperature and for the energy of activation to be generally equal to the threshold for reaction5.
In the case of electronic dissociation reactions, the electron is so exceedingly hotter and
travelling so much faster than the molecule it collides with that the molecule is effectively cold
and stationary. In order to accurately determine the reaction rate constants for these kinds of
reactions, it is necessary to return to first principles by examining what actually occurs when a
particle collides with another. Most of the work that follows was taken from or inspired by the
textbook Principles of Plasma Discharges and Materials Processing by Michael A. Lieberman
and Allan J. Lichtenberg6.
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Figure 3.4: Three Dimensional Drawing of Incident Particle Colliding with a Target Particle. The shaded area
represents the differential scattering cross section, which is the area the target particle is capable of scattering based
off the energy of the incident particle. It has units of area per steradian.

From Figure 3.4, it can be seen that a flux balance over the highlighted differential area yields:

 2 bdb  I (v,  )2 sin   d

where Γ is the particle flux in (m-2·s-1), b is the impact parameter (m), I is the differential
scattering cross section (m2/sr), and θ is the scattering angle (sr). The negative sign here is by
convention, to denote that as the impact parameter b increases, the scattering angle θ must
necessarily decrease. Solving the above equation for I(v,θ) leads to:
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I  v,   

b db
sin  d

where the quantity db/dθ is always negative and is determined from the scattering force. Before
demonstrating how to evaluate this for a plasma system, it is convenient to define a new
coordinate system called Center-of-Mass.
In the typical laboratory system, when a projectile (labelled 1) collides with a target
particle (labelled 2) it creates two new vectors for both particles. Furthermore, the collision
causes the projectile to deflect and the particle to recoil, resulting in two different angles for their
vectors as seen in Figure 3.5:

Figure 3.5: Laboratory System vs. Center-of-Mass System. The laboratory system (left) is juxtaposed against the
equivalent center-of-mass system (right) for a single particle on particle collision. Both the particles and their
trajectories are transformed. The center-of-mass system offers a mathematically simpler approach to the same
physics.

These different angles make it difficult to distinguish between the two particles, so it becomes
expedient to transform the entire system into a new coordinate system called Center-of-Mass
(CM). In Figure 3.5 above, the second panel shows the equivalent CM to the laboratory system.
In it, the second particle always has an initial velocity of zero and the projectile moves through
the collision with a constant velocity. The CM coordinates are defined by the linear
mathematical transformation:
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R

m1r1  m2 r2
m1  m2

and:

r  r1  r2
The CM velocity is defined thusly:

V

m1v1  m2 v2
m1  m2

and the relative velocity is then:

vR  v1  v2
where m is mass, v is velocity, and r is position. Furthermore, the force balance on the collisions
is:

F12  r    F21  r 
where:

F12  r   m1v1

and

F21  r   m2 v2

where v̇ is dv/dt. Combining force balance equations with the relative velocity definition yields:

vR 

F12  r   F12  r 

m1
m2

 1
1 
vR  F12  r   

 m1 m2 
 m
m 
vR  F12  r   2  1 
 m1m2 m2 m1 

m1m2
vR  F12  r 
m1  m2
mR vR  F12  r 
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where mR is the reduced mass for a fictitious particle and is defined as:

mR 

m1m2
m1  m2

From Image Y, it can be observed that this fictitious particle has position r(t), mass mR, velocity
vR(t), and a scattering angle Θ.
For a projectile travelling at tremendous speed colliding with another particle that is stationary, it
stands to reason that the scattering angle of the particle would be very small. For scattering
angles such as this where Θ << 1, the fictitious particle continues with a uniform velocity vR in a
near straight line. This phenomenon is illustrated below in Figure 3.6:

Figure 3.6: Center-of-Mass System for Small-Angle Scattering. When the scattering angle is very small (Θ ≈ 0),
the target particle barely moves from the incident particle’s trajectory such that it moves in a nearly straight line.

From Figure 3.6, it is possible to compute the transverse momentum impulse which will allow
for determining Θ. First, r is calculated using Pythagorean Theorem:

r   b2  vR 2t 2 

1/2

where b is the impact parameter from before and t is the time. Assuming the collision is mostly
elastic, the central force will have a form such that:
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F12  U  r 
where U is the internal energy and is defined as:

U r  

C
ri

where C is an arbitrary constant and i is an integer. Examining Figure 3.6, it can be seen that the
component of the force acting perpendicularly (relative to the trajectory) on the particle is:

F12 

b dU
r dr

thus, the momentum impulse is:


b dU
dt
 r
r

p  

Differentiating the expression for r from above engenders:

dt 

r
dr
vR  r 2  b2 1/2

Substituting this expression into the Δp┴ equation yields:

p 

2b  dU
dr

vR  dr  r 2  b 2 1/2

Plugging this into the expression for Θ, where p‖ is equal to mRvR:



p 2b  dU
dr


p
vR  dr  r 2  b 2 1/2

Evaluating this expression and consolidating gives:


where:

A
WR bi
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1
WR  mR vR 2
2
  i  1 
C 

2 

A
  i  1 
2 

 2 
In the above expression, WR is the kinetic energy of the fictitious particle, C is a constant, Γ is
the gamma function, and i is the number of collisions the particle suffers. Solving the expression
for Θ for b gives:
1/i

 A 
b

 WR  
Differentiating:
1/ i

1 A  d
db   

i  WR  11/ i
Substituting the expressions for b and db into the equation for differential scattering cross
sectional (I) found earlier, and applying the small angle scattering assumption such that sin(Θ) ≈
Θ leads to:

1 A 
I  vR ,    

i  WR 

2/ i

1


2  2/ i

For a single electron colliding with another electron (i = 1), the central force is described as the
Coulomb force:

U r  

q1q2
4 0 r
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which when plugged into the previous expression yields:

 q1q2

I 
2 
 4 0WR  

2

Since we know that for an electron/electron collision that q1 = q2 = -e, then rearranging:
2

 e2  1 1
I 

2
4
4

0  WR 

Substituting θ = Θ/2 and applying a geometric relation the above expression can convert to:
2

 e2  1 d
d  I  v,  2 sin   d  2 

2
3
 4 0  W 
Assuming one particle is standing still relative to the incident particle that collides with it, the
energy transferred is:

WL   L    W
where WL is amount of energy transferred, W is the total available kinetic energy and ξ L is an
efficiency term (derivation not shown, but it comes from momentum/energy balance) described
below:

L 

2m1m2

 m1  m2 

2

1  cos  

As we have two electrons colliding, m1 = m2 = m, and applying the small angle scattering
assumption (so cos(Θ) ≈ 1 – Θ2/2):

1  2 
L   
2 2 
Thus:

1
WL  2W   2W
4
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and:

dWL  2 dW

Combining these last two equations with the dσ expression above yields:
2

 e2  1 dWL
d   

2
 4 0  W WL
Now integrating:
 iz

2

 e 2  1 dWL
0 d U   4 0  W WL 2
iz
W

2

 e2  1  1
1
 iz   
 


 4 0  W  U iz W 
Changing the above from units of energy to units of voltage (so W = eξ and Uiz = eξiz):
2

 e  1 1 1
 iz   
   
4


0    iz

The above expression is the Thomson cross section, and is only valid for ξ > ξiz.
To find the rate constant in a plasma, we first have to integrate over the velocity distribution for
the incident particle:

  ng K  ng   vR  vR

1 , 2

 ng  d 3v1d 3v2 f1  v1  f 2  v2    vR  vR
where ν is collision frequency, ng is density of the plasma (1/m3), K is the rate constant (m3/s), vR
is the reduced velocity (vR = |v1 – v2|), and 𝑓 are functions that have been normalized to unity. If
the incident particle is travelling much faster than the other particle, v1 >> v2, thus: vR ≈ |v1| and
(v2) → 1. Thus:
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K T     v  v

v

Next, the incident particle velocity distribution is taken to be an isotropic Maxwellian (This
doesn’t have a derivation exactly; it’s based more off of empirical observation, but is justified by
regenerating the energy balance after plugging the solution back into original expression):

 m 
P v  

 2 ekT 

3/2

 mv 2 
4 v exp  

 2ekT 
2

Combining these two and integrating yields:

 m 
K (T )  

 2 ekT 

3/2 

 mv 2 
2

v
v
exp

4

v
dv




0
2
ekT



Plugging in the Thomson cross section from earlier gives:

 m 
K (T )  

 2 ekT 

2

3/2 

 e  1 1 1
 mv 2 
2
0   4 0    iz    v exp   2ekT  4 v dv

Rearranging:

 m 
K (T )  4 2 

 2 ekT 

3/2

2

 e  1


2
 4 0  iz





  iz v 2 exp  

0

iz

mv 2

 2ekT


 v dv


Let:

1 mv 2

2 e

v2 

2e
m

d 

m
v dv
e

Te  kT

Thus:

 m 
K (T )  4 

 2 eTe 
2

3/2

 e  1    iz   2e



2 
 4 0  iz iz iz  m
2

  e

exp
   d


 Te  m
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 m 
K (T )  4 2 

 2 eTe 

3/2

 e  1 2e 2    iz 
  

exp


   d
2
2 
4


m

0 
iz
iz

 Te 
iz

3/2

 e  1 2e 2  2  2Te 
 iz
T
1

exp





e 
2
2
4


m

0 
iz
iz 

 Te
 





 iz
2e2Te 2  e   2Te 
1

exp






m 2  4 0iz  
iz 
 Te





 m 
K (T )  4 

 2 eTe 
2

 m 
K (T )  4 2 

2

eT
e 


2

3/2

 m 
K (T )  

8

eT
e 


2

1/2

2

 e   2Te 
 iz

  1 
 exp  
iz 
 4 0iz  
 Te
2

1/2
 iz
 8 eTe   e   2Te 
K (T )  
  1 
 exp  
 
iz 
 m   4 0iz  
 Te
2









 2T 
  
K (T )   0 ve 1  e  exp   iz 
iz 

 Te 
where σ0 is the Thomson cross section at the ionization barrier and ṽ is the mean velocity of the
incident particle. This final expression for the reaction rate constant is used for all electronic
dissociation reactions, with ξiz values used available in Appendix A.
3.2 Numerical Methods
The process of evaluating the mathematical model is as important as guaranteeing it was
accurately constructed in the first place. Before that can happen though, the models that were
assembled in the previous section need to be translated into a language that a computer can
comprehend. The use of a computer to do the calculations is essential; for example, the FTS
model has 41 different chemical species that each requires a mass balance to be performed. This
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leads to a system of 41 nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs) that need to be solved
simultaneously, and while this is certainly not impossible to do by hand, it represents an undue
burden in resources and time. Instead, a computational program called COMSOL
Multiphysics® Modeling Software was used to evaluate the mathematical model for the entire
reactor.
COMSOL (formerly FEMLAB) is a multi-purpose simulation software originally based
on the MATLAB software. It is used to model a wide variety of devices or processes by
incorporating many different kinds of physics such as laminar fluid flow, mass diffusion,
electromagnetics, diffusion across a surface, heat transfer, and chemical reactions7. The key to
COMSOL’s versatility is the robustness of its mathematical solver, which is fully capable of
addressing most kinds of functions that arise from natural processes. The full breadth of
COMSOL’s mathematical solving techniques won’t be explored here, but the path through the
solver that was used to solve both models is detailed below.
Before continuing, it should be noted that due to computational limits and an
idiosyncrasy in one of COMSOL’s modules, the models that COMSOL solves for are slightly
different than the ones derived in section 3.1. Due to an unknown coding hitch, the module
containing the surface kinetics and diffusion used in the FTS model disallows the steady-state
assumption from being applied, forcing instead a transient solution. Additionally, in order to
reduce computational times to a manageable level, all mass and momentum changes in the zdirection were removed for both models. This effectively means that both reactors are being
modelled as 2D systems; however, this shouldn’t detract from the accuracy of the models as
there is no variation in the z-direction for either model. Table 3.3 below elucidates how the
governing equations changed:
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Table 3.3: Original Model vs. COMSOL Model. Both models had the concentration dependence in the z-direction
removed to save on computational time. The FTS model also had to have a time dependency introduced due to
requirements embed in COMSOL itself.

FTS
Corona

Original Model
C
 2C
 2C
 2C
vx
D 2 D 2 D 2 0
x
x
y
z

vx

C
 2C
 2C
 2C
D 2 D 2 D 2 R0
x
x
y
z

COMSOL Model
C
 2C
 2C C
vx
D 2 D 2 
x
x
y
t

vx

C
 2C
 2C
D 2 D 2 R0
x
x
y

3.2.1 COMSOL Numerical Solver
Most nonlinear PDEs have no analytical solution and require a numerical solution. More
precisely, numerical solutions solve numerical approximations of the original differential
expressions. This is critical as all the information known about the concentration profile initially
are the overall governing equation and boundary/initial conditions. The path taken by the
COMSOL solver from initial PDEs to concentration profiles is detailed below in Figure 3.7:
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Figure 3.7: Flowchart of COMSOL Numerical Solution. The overall goal of the COMSOL solver is to reduce the
governing equations to a system of linear ODEs, which are then easily solvable. It does this by first discretizing all
variables save one to transform a PDE into an ODE, and then by constructing a system of linear functions that
approximates the nonlinear ODE.

From Figure 3.7, it can be observed that the general COMSOL approach to solving is to first
approximate the system of PDEs with a system of ODEs, then to linearize the ODEs, and finally
to solve the system of coupled, linear ODEs.
COMSOL begins by employing the method of lines (MOL), a method for discretizing the
system of PDEs. This method works by leaving one differential term intact, while replacing all
the others with algebraic approximations8. A visual of a simple example of this is given below in
Figure 3.8:
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Figure 3.8: Method of Lines for a Hypothetical 1-D Problem. An arbitrary function u (solid blue line) is
approximated above using a system of lines (dotted red lines). This allows the original, unknown function to be
closely estimated as a linear combination of basis functions.

Figure 3.8 above shows how an unknown function can be approximated as a linear combination
of basis functions, somewhat analogous to the trapezoidal rule for approximating definite
integrals. Breaking up the continuous function into smaller pieces is the important step of the
finite difference method, but the choice of basis function is also vital. For these governing
equations, a Taylor series approximation was selected.
The Taylor series is a polynomial with infinite degrees composed of a function’s
derivatives around a single point that can closely estimate the function itself around this point9.
Mathematically, this can be expressed as:



n 0

f n (a)
f ' (a)
f '' (a)
n
2
 x  a   f (a) 
 x  a 
 x  a   ....
n!
1!
2!
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As the Taylor series consists of an infinite number of terms, it is required to use an
approximation that truncates it to a reasonable amount of terms, usually just the first two. Thus,
utilizing the central finite difference, a Taylor series approximation of a generic second order
function is:

 2 y yi 1  2 yi  yi 1

 O  x 2 
2
2
x
x
where i is the index point on a grid in x, Δx is the spacing in x, and O(Δx2) is the truncation
error. For example, applying this concept to the COMSOL model equation derived earlier
yields:

v x

Ci  Ci 1
C  2Ci  Ci 1
Ci 1  2Ci  Ci 1 dC
 D i 1

D

, i  1, 2,..., M
x
x 2
y 2
dt

From the above equation, it can be seen that C is now solely a function of t, and accordingly is
now an ordinary differential equation. Despite this, the above expression is still non-linear in
both x and y. Discretizing a function does not change its underlying nature; hence, a non-linear
PDE will discretize into a non-linear ODE. This non-linearity represents a challenge as solving
coupled non-linear ODEs can be very costly (in terms of computational power) and often lends
itself to unstable solutions. COMSOL addresses this by using the Jacobian matrix to effectively
linearize the coupled ODEs.
The Jacobian matrix is an n-by-n matrix of all the first-order partial derivatives of a
vector function. Mathematically, this can be stated as:
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 y1
 x
 1
J 

 ym
 x1

y1 
xn 



ym 
xn 

Figure 3.9: The Jacobian Matrix. The Jacobian matrix sums up all the changes in vector J along both the x and y
axes. Its determinant can be used to transform a function from one coordinate system to another.

The utility of the Jacobian is that it allows for the conversion of a system of non-linear, coupled
ODEs into a system of linear, coupled ODEs. This works provided that the y is a continuous
function in x that is differentiable at every point10. If this is true, then small increments of Δx1,
…, Δxn would lead to small increments of Δy1, …, Δym, which could then be approximated by
the differentials dy1, …, dym. Expressing this mathematically yields:

dy  M dx
The above expression is the key to the Jacobian matrix; although y is non-linear with respect to
x, dy is linear with respect to dx. It can also be seen that M = dy/dx = f’(x). Replacing dy and
dx with their respective matrices gives:

 dy1 

M


 dym 

 dx1 
 
 
 dxn 

From above, it can be deduced that M must be equal to an m-by-n matrix equal to yi / x j ; in
other words M is equal to the Jacobian from Figure 3.9. The main deliverable of the Jacobian is
its determinant, which quantifies the expansion or shrinkage of the function around each given
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point as it is transformed from non-linear to linear. With this in hand, COMSOL uses the
damped Newton method to begin the process of actually solving the coupled ODEs.
The Newton method, also called the Newton-Raphson method, is a technique that finds
the roots of a function. It is an iterative method that doesn’t calculate the root directly, but rather
approximates it with a series of increasingly accurate steps until a set tolerance is achieved. This
method exists in different forms, but the one employed by COMSOL can summarized as:

    J  x    x  x 

f k  x   f x

k

k

k

where ƒk(x) is the function of interest at point x and iteration k while J is the Jacobian discussed
above11. The Newton method requires an initial condition to function, and it is very sensitive to
this choice. If the initial guess is too far from the true root, it is very likely the method will fail
to converge and the solver will terminate without finding a solution. The initial condition for
both models was set as ƒk(x) = 0 as this makes sense conceptually (an empty reactor or catalytic
surface) and mathematically (digression from zero point should be minimal). Applying this to
the above equation, solving for the first iteration, and rearranging yields:

x ( k 1)  x k   J  x k  

1

f  x k  , k  1, 2,..., M

Although COMSOL is capable of solving the above equation explicitly, this is inefficient as it
requires sequential calculations as opposed to parallel calculations. Instead, this expression is
rearranged to a system of linear equations such as:

J  x k  x k 1   f  x k  , k  1, 2,..., M
where Δxk+1 = x(k+1) – xk. COMSOL then uses a procedure called the conjugate gradient method,
detailed below, to solve for Δxk+1 and back calculate the next iteration of x. There is one last
complication for the Newton method; due to the unsteady-state nature of the Fischer-Tropsch
model, the ODEs produced there were very stiff which lead to the solver having great difficulty
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in attempting to compute the root. This problem was addressed by introducing a dampening
factor, α, that constrains the stepping in x such that12:

x k 1  xk   k xk 1
Or:

J  x k  x k 1   k f  x k  , k  1, 2,..., M

The dampening coefficient has a domain of zero to one, with one corresponding to no dampening
and zero corresponding to (a theoretical) complete dampening.
All that remains at this point is for the solver to evaluate the above linear expression for
Δxk+1 using the conjugate gradient method. The conjugate gradient method is an iterative
technique that shines when solving large, sparsely-filled matrices such as those emerging from
linearized partial differential equations13. Similar to the method of Steepest Descent, it begins
with an arbitrary initial guess (usually x0 = 0) that is used to slide down the paraboloid until
hitting a local minimum, at which point it calculates the residual as:

r  k   b  Ax k 
where r(k) is the residual vector at iteration k, b is a known vector, A is a known n-by-n matrix
that is symmetric and positive-definite, and x is the unknown vector to be found. In the method
of Steepest Descent, the residuals are used to paint the direction of the steepest descent, but in
the conjugate gradient method, the conjugate of the residual vector is used to set the search
direction as:

d  k 1  r  k   ck d  k 
where dk is the search direction and ck is a scalar step in the d direction. Note that if x0 = 0, then:
1
 0

d

r

b

With a new search direction vector, the first iteration of k begins by finding a new vector for x
such that:
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x  k 1  x  k   sk d  k 1
where sk is a scalar step in the x direction. The full derivation for sk (and ck) won’t be explored
here, but is available in the literature14. In brief, the constraint that A must be orthogonal to r and
that s must be minimized yields:

sk 

rk T rk

 Ark  rk
T

With the scalar calculated, the new x vector can be found from the equation above and the
residual at this point can be determined via:

r  k   r  k 1  sk Ad  k 
If the residuals are below a specified threshold (or equal to zero) then the conjugate gradient
method is considered converged with its solution being equal to the x vector at the current
iteration. If the residuals are above the threshold, then ck would need to be calculated thusly:

ck 

rk 1T rk 1

 rk 

T

rk

With ck in hand, a new direction vector d(k+1) is computed using the previous expression and
another iteration is performed. This continues until either an exact solution is determined or the
residuals are below the tolerance threshold.
The strength of the conjugate gradient method is that, for systems of equations resulting
from the discretization of PDEs using the finite difference method, it always works. While the
matrix of values that arise may be huge, it is always square, symmetric, positive-definitive (only
has positive eigenvalues), and sparsely-filled. This means that there is always a path to the
solution. Another major advantage of the conjugate gradient method is that it is considerably
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easier on a computer’s memory usage than an equivalent direct solving method such as Gaussian
elimination15. This is due to both its iterative nature and the way the method was developed to
avoid having to do any kind of matrix inversion.

3.2.2 COMSOL Model Construction
This section will detail in step-by-step fashion how the models were constructed in
COMSOL, with the goal of providing a roadmap to reassembling them. All work for this
dissertation was done on version 5.3 or earlier, and given COMSOL’s constant updating it’s
possible that the locations of menus will have moved or options will have changed. Three
different physics modules were used across the two models; Laminar Flow and Transport of
Diluted Species were used in both and the Surface Reactions module was also used in the
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis model. Both the Laminar Flow and Transport of Diluted Species
modules are available in the base COMSOL package, while the Surface Reactions module has to
be purchased separately.

3.2.2.1 FTS COMSOL Model Construction
1. Open COMSOL
2. Select New (Ctrl+N)
a. Select Blank Model
3. Select Parameters 1
Name
Expression
Value
Description
T
240 + 273.15 [K]
513.15 K
Temperature
P
20*100000 [Pa]
2E6 Pa
Pressure
QH
4 [cm^3/min]
6.6667E-8 m3/s
Hydrogen Flowrate In
QCO
2 [cm^3/min]
3.3333E-8 m3/s
CO Flowrate In
R
(8.314/1000)
8.314 J/(mol·K)
Ideal Gas Constant
[kJ/mol-K]
4. Right click on Global Definitions, click on Variables
a. Select Variables 1
Name
Expression
Unit
Description
k1
1000*P
1/s
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k2
k3
k4
k4r
k5
k6
k7
k8
k9
k9r

1000*P
1/s
(6E8)*exp(-E3/(R*T))
1/s
(8.4E12)*exp(-E4/(R*T)) 1/s
0
1/s
(6.1E15)*exp(-E5/(R*T)) 1/s
(2.2E13)*exp(-E6/(R*T)) 1/s
(1E13)*exp(-E7/(R*T))
1/s
(1.2E14)*exp(-E8/(R*T)) 1/s
(3E12)*exp(-E9/(R*T))
1/s
0
1/s
(1.5E14)*exp(k17
E17/(R*T))
1/s
(6.8E16)*exp(k18
E18/(R*T))
1/s
(3.4E17)*exp(k27
E27/(R*T))
1/s
(1.5E14)*exp(k28
E28/(R*T))
1/s
(1.1E15)*exp(k29
E29/(R*T))
1/s
(9.3E11)*exp(k37
E37/(R*T))
1/s
k38
(8.7E8)*exp(-E38/(R*T)) 1/s
(2.2E16)*exp(k39
E39/(R*T))
1/s
(6.8E12)*exp(k1r
E1R/(R*T))
1/s
(1.9E16)*exp(k2r
E2R/(R*T))
1/s
(1.6E14)*exp(k10
E10/(R*T))
1/s
k11
(5E13)*exp(-E11/(R*T)) 1/s
5. Right-click on Untilted.mph and select Add Component
a. Select 2D
6. Right-click on Geometry, select Bézier Polygon
a. Click Add Linear
i. Set x1 to 0.001, y1 to 0
ii. Set x2 to 0.009, y2 to 0
b. Click Add Linear
i. Set x1 to 0.009, y1 to 0
ii. Set x2 to 0.01, y2 to 0
c. Click Add Linear
i. Set x1 to 0.01, y1 to 0
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ii. Set x2 to 0.01, y2 to 0.001
d. Click Add Linear
i. Set x1 to 0.01, y1 to 0.001
ii. Set x2 to 0, y2 to 0.001
e. Click Add Linear
i. Set x1 to 0, y1 to 0.001
ii. Set x2 to 0, y2 to 0
f. Click Add Linear
i. Set x1 to 0, y1 to 0
ii. Set x2 to 0.001, y2 to 0
7. Left-click on Form Assembly
a. Click on Build All
8. Right-click on Materials, select Add Material from Library
a. Left-click on Liquids and Gases
b. Left-click on Gases
c. Right-click on Hydrogen, select Add to Component 1
9. Right-click on Component 1, select Add Physics
a. Left-click on Fluid Flow
b. Left-click on Single-Phase Flow
c. Right-click on Laminar Flow, select Add to Component 1
10. Right-click on Laminar Flow, select Inlet
a. Left-click on left wall at x = 0
b. Select Laminar inflow under Boundary Condition (note: may have to specify
Study first – see Step 23)
i. Select Average velocity.
ii. Set Average velocity as 0.001 m/s
iii. Set Entrance length as 0.001 m
11. Right-click on Laminar Flow, select Outlet
a. Left-click on right wall at x = 0.01
12. Left-click on Initial Values 1
a. Set Pressure to 2000000 Pa
13. Right-click on Component 1, select Add Physics
a. Left-click on Chemical Species Transport
b. Right-click on Transport of Diluted Species, select Add to Component 1
14. Left-click on Transport of Diluted Species
a. Left-click on Dependent Variables
i. Set number of species to 14
ii. Double-click on each species to rename them in this order:
1. CO, H2, CO2, H2O, CH4, C2H6, C3H8, C4H10, C5H12, C6H14,
C7H16, C8H18, C9H20, C10H22
15. Left-click on Transport Properties 1
a. Left-click on Velocity field (under Convection tab), select Velocity field (spf)
b. Left-click on Material (under Diffusion tab), select Hydrogen (mat1)
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16.

17.
18.

19.

20.

c. Change all diffusion coefficients to 1e-8[m^2/s]
Right-click on Transport of Diluted Species, select Inflow
a. Left-click on left wall at x = 0
b. Set c0, CO to 0.387 mol/m3
c. Set c0, H2 to 0.775 mol/m3
Right-click on Transport of Diluted Species, select Outflow
a. Left-click on right wall at x = 0.001
Right-click on Transport of Diluted Species, select Flux
a. Left-click on bottom wall at x = 0.005
b. Select CO
i. Input: -k2*CO*sr.theta_free+k2r*Cos
c. Select H2
i. Input: -k1*H2*sr.theta_free*sr.theta_free+k1r*Hs*Hs
d. Select CO2
i. Input: k38*COs*Os
e. Select H2O
i. Input: k3*OHs*Hs+k37*OHs*OHs
f. Select CH4
i. Input: k27*CH3s*Hs
g. Select C2H6
i. Input: k28*C2H5s*Hs
h. Select C3H8
i. Input: k29*C3H7s*Hs
i. Select C4H10
i. Input: k29*C4H9s*Hs
j. Select C5H12
i. Input: k29*C5H11s*Hs
k. Select C6H14
i. Input: k29*C6H13s*Hs
l. Select C7H16
i. Input: k29*C7H15s*Hs
m. Select C8H18
i. Input: k29*C8H17s*Hs
n. Select C9H20
i. Input: k29*C9H19s*Hs
o. Select C10H22
i. Input: k29*C10H21s*Hs
Right-click on Component 1, select Add Physics
a. Left-click on Chemical Species Transport
b. Right-click on Surface Reactions, select Add to Component 1
Left-click on Surface Reactions
a. De-select all boundaries except the one on the bottom wall
b. Left-click on Dependent Variables
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i. Set number of species to 19
ii. Double-click on each species to rename them in this order:
1. COs, Hs, OHs, HCOs, HCOHs, CHs, CH2s, C2H4s, C2H5s,
C3H7s, CH3s, Os, C4H9s, C5H11s, C6H13s, C7H15s, C8H17s,
C9H19s, C10H21s
21. Left-click Surface Properties 1
a. Left-click on Sites
i. Set Site occupancy number for HCOHs, CH2s, C2H4s, and Os to 2.
ii. Set Site occupancy number for CHs to 3.
iii. Leave all other occupancy numbers at 1.
b. Left-click on Surface Diffusion
i. Change all diffusion coefficients to 1e-8[m^2/s]
22. Right-click on Surface Reactions, select Reactions
23. Left-click on Reactions 1, select bottom wall on diagram to the right
a. Select Rs,Cos
i. Input: k2*CO*sr.theta_free-k2r*COs+k4r*HCOs*sr.theta_freek4*COs*Hs-k38*COs*Os
b. Select Rs,Hs
i. Input: k1*H2*sr.theta_free*sr.theta_freek1r*Hs*Hs+k4r*HCOs*sr.theta_free-k3*OHs*Hs-k4*COs*Hsk5*HCOs*Hs-k7*CHs*Hs-k17*CH2s*Hs-k18*C2H4s*Hsk27*CH3s*Hs-k28*C2H5s*Hs-k29*C3H7s*Hs-k29*C4H9s*Hsk29*C5H11s*Hs-k29*C6H13s*Hs-k29*C7H15s*Hs-k29*C8H17s*Hsk29*C9H19s*Hs-k29*C10H21s*Hs-k39*Os*Hs
c. Select Rs,OHs
i. Input: k6*HCOHs*sr.theta_free*sr.theta_free+k39*Hs*Os-k3*OHs*Hsk37*OHs*OHs
d. Select Rs,HCOs
i. Input: k4*COs*Hs-k4r*HCOs*sr.theta_free-k5*HCOs*Hs
e. Select Rs,HCOHs
i. Input: k5*HCOs*Hs-k6*HCOHs*sr.theta_free*sr.theta_free
f. Select Rs,CHs
i. Input: k6*HCOHs*sr.theta_free*sr.theta_free-k7*CHs*Hs
g. Select Rs,CH2s
i. Input: k7*CHs*Hs+k9r*C3H7s*sr.theta_free*sr.theta_freek8*CH2s*CH2s-k9*C2H5s*CH2s-k10*C3H7s*CH2sk11*C4H9s*CH2s-k11*C5H11s*CH2s-k11*C6H13s*CH2sk11*C7H15s*CH2s-k11*C8H17s*CH2s-k11*C9H19s*CH2sk17*CH2s*Hs
h. Select Rs,C2H4s
i. Input: k8*CH2s*CH2s-k18*C2H4s*Hs
i. Select Rs,C2H5s
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24.

25.

26.
27.

28.

i. Input: k9r*C3H7s*sr.theta_free*sr.theta_free+k18*C2H4s*Hsk9*C2H5s*CH2s-k28*C2H5s*Hs
j. Select Rs,C3H7s
i. Input: k9*C2H5s*CH2s-k9r*C3H7s*sr.theta_free*sr.theta_freek29*C3H7s*Hs
k. Select Rs,CH3s
i. Input: k17*CH2s*Hs-k27*CH3s*Hs
l. Select Rs,Os
i. Input: k37*OHs*OHs-k38*COs*Os-k39*Os*Hs
m. Select Rs,C4H9s
i. Input: k10*C3H7s*CH2s-k29*C4H9s*Hs
n. Select Rs,C5H11s
i. Input: k11*C4H9s*CH2s-k29*C5H11s*Hs
o. Select Rs,C6H13s
i. Input: k11*C5H11s*CH2s-k29*C6H13s*Hs
p. Select Rs,C7H15s
i. Input: k11*C6H13s*CH2s-k29*C7H15s*Hs
q. Select Rs,C8H17s
i. Input: k11*C7H15s*CH2s-k29*C8H17s*Hs
r. Select Rs,C9H18s
i. Input: k11*C8H17s*CH2s-k29*C9H19s*Hs
s. Select Rs,C10H21s
i. Input: k11*C9H19s*CH2s-k29*C10H21s*Hs
Left-click on Mesh 1
a. Set Sequence type to Physics-controlled mesh
b. Set Element size to Normal
c. Click Build All
Right-click on Untitled.mph, select Add Study
a. Double-click on Time Dependent (As of this writing, the Surface Reactions
module will not allow the use of Stationary studies)
Right-click on Study 1, select Show Solver Configurations
Left-click on drop down menu next to Solution 1
a. Left-click on Time-Dependent Solver 1
i. Left-click on Fully Coupled 1
1. Set Nonlinear Method to Automatic (Newton)
Left-click on Study 1, select Compute (F8)

3.2.2.2 Corona COMSOL Model Construction
29. Open COMSOL
30. Select New (Ctrl+N)
a. Select Blank Model
31. Select Parameters 1, put in:
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Name
k1
k2
k3
k4
k5
k6
k7
k8
k9
k10
k11
k12
k13
k14
k15
k16
k17
k18
k19
k20
k21
k22
k23
k24
k25
k26
k27
k28
k29
k30
k31
k32

Expression
sigma1*ve*(1+2*Te/ethr1)*exp(-1*ethr1/Te)*100000/1.25e7
sigma2*ve*(1+2*Te/ethr2)*exp(-1*ethr2/Te)*100000/1.25e7
sigma3*ve*(1+2*Te/ethr3)*exp(-1*ethr3/Te)*100000/1.25e7
sigma4*ve*(1+2*Te/ethr4)*exp(-1*ethr4/Te)*100000/1.25e7
sigma5*ve*(1+2*Te/ethr5)*exp(-1*ethr5/Te)*100000/1.25e7
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
0
sigma6*ve*(1+2*Te/ethr21)*exp(1*ethr21/Te)*100000/1.25e-7
sigma22*ve*(1+2*Te/ethr22)*exp(1*ethr22/Te)*100000/1.25e-7
sigma23*ve*(1+2*Te/ethr23)*exp(1*ethr23/Te)*100000/1.25e-7
sigma24*ve*(1+2*Te/ethr24)*exp(1*ethr24/Te)*100000/1.25e-7
sigma25*ve*(1+2*Te/ethr25)*exp(1*ethr25/Te)*100000/1.25e-7
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04

Value
0.31208
0.025555
0.0055996
0.00208
0.36492
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
0
0.319
0.26857
0.34874
0.71703
0.47722
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000

Description
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k33
k34
k35
k36
k37
k38
k39
k40
k41
k42
k43
k44
k45
k46
k47
k48
k49
k50
k51
k52
T
Te
e0
e
me
ve
ethr1
ethr2
ethr3
ethr4
ethr5
ethr21
ethr22
ethr23
ethr24
ethr25
sigma1
sigma2

sigma25*ve*(1+2*Te/ethr25)*exp(1*ethr25/Te)*100000/1.25e-7
sigma25*ve*(1+2*Te/ethr25)*exp(1*ethr25/Te)*100000/1.25e-7
sigma25*ve*(1+2*Te/ethr25)*exp(1*ethr25/Te)*100000/1.25e-7
sigma25*ve*(1+2*Te/ethr25)*exp(1*ethr25/Te)*100000/1.25e-7
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
1.00E+04
100000 [K]
T*(8.6217*10^-5) [eV/K]
8.854*10^-12 [C/(V*m)]
1.602*10^-19 [C]
9.109*10^-31 [kg]
sqrt((8*e*0.43/(pi*me)))
4.55 [eV]
9.31 [eV]
13.71 [eV]
17.24 [eV]
4.34 [eV]
4.52 [eV]
4.76 [eV]
4.4 [eV]
3.53 [eV]
4 [eV]
pi*(e/4/pi/e0/ethr1)^2
pi*(e/4/pi/e0/ethr2)^2

0.4296
0.4296
0.4296
0.4296
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
1E5 K
1.3813E-18 J
8.854E-12 F/m
1.602E-19 C
9.109E-31 kg
4.3883E5 m/s
7.2899E-19 J
1.4916E-18 J
2.1966E-18 J
2.7622E-18 J
6.9534E-19 J
7.2418E-19 J
7.6264E-19 J
7.0496E-19 J
5.6557E-19 J
6.4087E-19 J
3.146E-19 m2
7.514E-20 m2
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sigma3 pi*(e/4/pi/e0/ethr3)^2
3.465E-20 m2
sigma4 pi*(e/4/pi/e0/ethr4)^2
2.1913E-20 m2
sigma5 pi*(e/4/pi/e0/ethr5)^2
3.4578E19 m2
sigma6 pi*(e/4/pi/e0/ethr21)^2
3.1879E-19 m2
sigma22 pi*(e/4/pi/e0/ethr22)^2
2.8745E-19 m2
sigma23 pi*(e/4/pi/e0/ethr23)^2
3.3641E-19 m2
sigma24 pi*(e/4/pi/e0/ethr24)^2
5.2267E-19 m2
sigma25 pi*(e/4/pi/e0/ethr25)^2
4.0706E-19 m2
32. Right-click on Untitled.mph, select Add Component
a. Select 2D
33. Right-click on Geometry, select Rectangle
a. Right-click on Rectangle 1
i. Set Width to 1e-3 m
ii. Set Height to 0.5e-3 m
34. Right-click on Geometry, select Rectangle
a. Right-click on Rectangle 2
i. Set Width to 0.5e-3 m
ii. Set Height to 0.5e-3 m
iii. Set Base: Corner
1. Set x: 1e-3 m
35. Right-click on Geometry, select Rectangle
a. Right-click on Rectangle 3
i. Set Width to 5e-3 m
ii. Set Height to 0.5e-3 m
iii. Set Base: Corner
1. Set x: 1.5e-3 m
36. Left-click on Form Union
a. Click on Build All
37. Right-click on Materials, select Add Material from Library
a. Left-click on Liquids and Gases
b. Left-click on Gases
c. Right-click on Hydrogen, select Add to Component 1
38. Right-click on Component 1, select Add Physics
a. Left-click on Fluid Flow
b. Left-click on Single-Phase Flow
c. Right-click on Laminar Flow, select Add to Component 1
39. Right-click on Laminar Flow, select Inlet
a. Left-click on left wall at x = 0
b. Select Laminar inflow under Boundary Condition (note: may have to specify
Study first – see Step 23)
i. Select Average velocity.
ii. Set Average velocity as 0.00045 m/s
iii. Set Entrance length as 0.0005 m
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40. Right-click on Laminar Flow, select Outlet
a. Left-click on right wall at x = 0.0065
41. Right-click on Component 1, select Add Physics
a. Left-click on Chemical Species Transport
b. Right-click on Transport of Diluted Species, select Add to Component 1
42. Left-click on Transport of Diluted Species
a. Left-click on Dependent Variables
i. Set number of species to 22
ii. Double-click on each species to rename them in this order:
1. CH4, CH3, H, H2, CH2, CH, C, C2H6, C2H5, C2H4, C2H3,
C2H2, C3H8, C4H10, N2, N2e, CO2, CO, O, OH, H2O, O2
43. Left-click on Transport Properties 1
a. Left-click on Velocity field (under Convection tab), select Velocity field (spf)
b. Left-click on Material (under Diffusion tab), select Hydrogen (mat1)
c. Change all diffusion coefficients to 1e-8[m^2/s]
44. Right-click on Transport of Diluted Species, select Reactions
45. Left-click on Reactions 1, select central square (Rectangle 2) on diagram to the right
a. Select RCH4
i. Input: k6*CH3*H-k1*CH4-k2*CH4-k3*CH4-k4*CH4-k12*CH4*CHk15*CH4*H-k32*CH4*N2e
b. Select RCH3
i. Input: k1*CH4+k15*CH4*H-k6*CH3*H-k7*CH3*CH3k13*C2H5*CH3-k22*CH3+k32*CH4*N2e
c. Select RH
i. Input:
k1*CH4+2*k2*CH4+3*k3*CH4+4*k4*CH4+k5*C2H6+k12*CH*CH4+
k17*C2H5+k19*C2H3-k6*CH3*H-k10*H*H-k11*CH2*H-k15*CH4*Hk16*C2H6*H-k18*C2H4*H+2*k21*H2+k22*CH3+k23*CH2+k24*CHk31*OH*H+k32*CH4*N2e
d. Select RH2
i. Input:
k10*H*H+k11*CH2*H+k15*CH4*H+k16*C2H6*H+k18*C2H4*Hk21*H2
e. Select RCH2
i. Input: k2*CH4-k8*CH2*CH2-k11*CH2*H-k23*CH2+k22*CH3
f. Select RCH
i. Input: k3*CH4+k11*CH2*H-k9*CH*CH-k12*CH*CH4k24*CH+k23*CH2
g. Select RC
i. Input: k4*CH4-k20*C+k24*CH-k27*CO2*C
h. Select RC2H6
i. Input: k7*CH3*CH3-k5*C2H6-k16*C2H6*H
i. Select RC2H5
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i. Input: k5*C2H6+k16*C2H4*H-k13*C2H5*CH3-k14*C2H5*C2H5k17*C2H5
j. Select RC2H4
i. Input: k8*CH2*CH2+k12*CH*CH4+k17*C2H5-k18*C2H4*H
k. Select RC2H3
i. Input: k18*C2H4*H-k19*C2H3
l. Select RC2H2
i. Input: k9*CH*CH+k19*C2H3
m. Select RC3H8
i. Input: k13*C2H5*CH3
n. Select RC4H10
i. Input: k14*C2H5*C2H5
o. Select RN2
i. Input: k26*CO2*N2e-k25*N2+k32*CH4*N2e
p. Select RN2e
i. Input: k25*N2-k26*CO2*N2e-k32*CH4*N2e
q. Select RCO2
i. Input: k28*CO*O-k26*N2e*CO2-k27*CO2*C
r. Select RCO
i. Input: k26*N2e*CO2+2*k27*CO2*C-k28*CO*O
s. Select RO
i. Input: k26*N2e*CO2-k28*CO*O-k29*O*O-k30*O*H
t. Select ROH
i. Input: k30*O*H-k31*OH*H
u. Select RH2O
i. Input: k31*OH*H
v. Select RO2
i. Input: k29*O*O
46. Right-click on Transport of Diluted Species, select Reactions
47. Left-click on Reactions 2, select right rectangle (Rectangle 3) on diagram to the right
a. Select RCH4
i. Input: k6*CH3*H-k32*CH4*N2e
b. Select RCH3
i. Input: -k6*CH3*H-k7*CH3*CH3-k13*C2H5*CH3+k32*CH4*N2e
c. Select RH
i. Input: k17*C2H5+k19*C2H3-k6*CH3*H-k10*H*H-k11*CH2*Hk16*C2H6*H-k18*C2H4*H-k31*OH*H+k32*CH4*N2e
d. Select RH2
i. Input: k10*H*H+k11*CH2*H+k16*C2H6*H+k18*C2H4*H
e. Select RCH2
i. Input: -k8*CH2*CH2-k11*CH2*H
f. Select RCH
i. Input: k11*CH2*H-k9*CH*CH
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g. Select RC
i. Input: -k20*C-k27*CO2*C
h. Select RC2H6
i. Input: k7*CH3*CH3-k16*C2H6*H
i. Select RC2H5
i. Input: k16*C2H4*H-k13*C2H5*CH3-k14*C2H5*C2H5-k17*C2H5
j. Select RC2H4
i. Input: k8*CH2*CH2+k17*C2H5-k18*C2H4*H
k. Select RC2H3
i. Input: k18*C2H4*H-k19*C2H3
l. Select RC2H2
i. Input: k9*CH*CH+k19*C2H3
m. Select RC3H8
i. Input: k13*C2H5*CH3
n. Select RC4H10
i. Input: k14*C2H5*C2H5
o. Select RN2
i. Input: k26*CO2*N2e+k32*CH4*N2e
p. Select RN2e
i. Input: -k26*CO2*N2e-k32*CH4*N2e
q. Select RCO2
i. Input: k28*CO*O-k26*N2e*CO2-k27*CO2*C
r. Select RCO
i. Input: k26*N2e*CO2+2*k27*CO2*C-k28*CO*O
s. Select RO
i. Input: k26*N2e*CO2-k28*CO*O-k29*O*O-k30*O*H
t. Select ROH
i. Input: k30*O*H-k31*OH*H
u. Select RH2O
i. Input: k31*OH*H
v. Select RO2
i. Input: k29*O*O
48. Right-click on Transport of Diluted Species, select Inflow
a. Left-click on left wall at x = 0
b. Set c0, CH4 to 0.00003 mol/m3
c. Set c0, N2 to 8.4E-6 mol/m3
d. Set c0, CO2 to 0.00005 mol/m3
49. Right-click on Transport of Diluted Species, select Outflow
a. Left-click on right wall at x = 0.0065
50. Left-click on Mesh 1
a. Set Sequence type to Physics-controlled mesh
b. Set Element size to Normal
c. Click Build All
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51. Right-click on Untitled.mph, select Add Study
a. Double-click on Stationary
52. Right-click on Study 1, select Show Solver Configurations
53. Left-click on drop down menu next to Solution 1
a. Left-click on Stationary Solver 1
i. Set Linearity to Nonlinear
54. Left-click on Study 1, select Compute (F8)
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CHAPTER 4: COBALT CATALYST SYNTHESIS AND
CHARACTERIZATION
This chapter is devoted to documenting the design and synthesis of both an anodized
alumina support substrate and the cobalt catalyst that was deposited on top of it. Unlike the other
chapters in this thesis, this chapter is nearly entirely self-contained and relates only tangentially
to some of the model results presented in Chapter 5. In order to run the Fischer-Tropsch research
microreactor, a catalyst was obviously needed and the unique design required a novel
support/catalyst synthesis. Anodized aluminum was selected for the support material mainly due
to its potentially high surface area from its nanoporous structure, but also because the reactor
shell itself was made of aluminum. A pure cobalt catalyst without promoters was selected for
the catalyst due to its naturally high FTS activity and because its product distribution strongly
favors linear alkane formation in lieu of alkenes or oxygenates.

4.1 Anodization
Anodization is an electrochemical process where a thin oxide layer is grown out of a
metal surface. This is accomplished by placing the metal surface into an aqueous acidic solution
in parallel with another metal while running an electrical current through the system to create a
circuit. The process is called anodization as the metal to be oxidized is setup to be the anode
while a sacrificial metal is used for the cathode. Historically, aluminum has been the metal of
choice for anodization due to the corrosion resistance offered by aluminum oxide1, but any metal
can be anodized. Another important feature of this oxide layer is that spontaneously forms a
nanoporous structure, making it suitable for many different kinds of applications. Anodization is
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also relatively low cost, offers good scalability, and can have high throughput as part of a
production line2.
The first large-scale commercial application that involved anodization was the
anodization of aluminum airplane parts to protect them from corrosion3. This application of
anodization continues to this day, and has been expanded to automobile parts and architecture
sidings4. In addition to corrosion protection, these alumina surfaces can used as decorations or to
change the coloring of things by depositing different dyes or pigments into the nanopores. A
more contemporary use of anodization is the production of titanium dioxide nanotubes, grown
from thin sheets of titanium overlaid on top of silicon5. These nanotubes find use in a variety of
biomedical applications, most notably as a vehicle for drug delivery6. Despite the attractiveness
of alumina (usually γ-alumina) as a support for catalysts, anodized alumina is an underexplored
and underutilized substrate material for mounting catalysts on.

4.1.1 Chemistry of Anodization
Anodization is an electrolysis reaction where a direct electric current is used to drive the
reaction. This happens because the current facilitates the decomposition of the electrolyte
material surrounding the electrodes. Figure 4.1 below illustrates what a typical anodization
electrolytic cell looks like:
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Figure 4.1: Electrolytic Cell used for Anodization. The electrons travel down the right side of the circuit to the
anode, pass through the electrolyte solution to the cathode, and finally are grounded out. The anode becomes
positively charged, attracting negative oxygen ions that form the desired metal-oxide layer.

In Figure 4.1, it can be seen that the path of the electrons is from source to cathode to electrolyte
solution to anode to ground. The electrons travel to the cathode where they build up, creating a
negative charge which assists in the creation of positive ions (namely H+) from the surrounding
electrolytic solution. An opposite effect occurs at the anode, where a positive charge forms,
resulting in the attraction of negative ions. For the anodization of aluminum in aqueous solution,
the reaction at the anode proceeds as:

2 Al ( s)  3H 2O(l )  Al2O3 ( s)  6 H  (aq)  6e 
Meanwhile, at the cathode, the reaction proceeds as:
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6 H  (aq)  6e  3H 2 ( g )
It can be seen that the anode reaction consumes water from the surrounding bath to produce both
the desired aluminum oxide layer as well as hydrogen ions and free electrons. The cathode
reaction involves the consumption of hydrogen ions and free electrons to produce hydrogen gas,
as well as a thin layer of metal hydride. Combining these two reactions, the overall anodization
reaction is:

2 Al (s)  3H 2O(l )  Al2O3 (s)  3H 2 ( g )
As the alumina layer forms, a network of nano-scale sized pores spontaneously develops
whose diameters and interpore spacings are functions of the voltage and the current density7.
The alumina layer grows out in both directions from the metal/metal-oxide boundary, but growth
is restricted in that single direction which produces pores that are long and narrow8. This process
is illustrated below in Figure 4.2:
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Figure 4.2: Anodization of Aluminum to Alumina. Alumina grows both directions from the interface of the metal
and electrolyte solution. To the left is the initial unoxidized metal surface. 9

Although Figure 4.2 shows a general diagram of the formation of a single pore, it does not
capture the full network array of pores that form. Under the right circumstances, these pores will
arrange themselves in hexagonal pore arrays as seen below in Figure 4.3:

Figure 4.3: Anodized Alumina Formation of Hexagonal Pore Array. At left, a schematic depicts the hexagonal
array while at right, a SEM image of an anodized alumina surface shows the same. 10
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Figure 4.3 above shows strong agreement between the proposed hexagonal pore array and
experimental results of anodized alumina.
The choice and strength of electrolyte solution is an important parameter. Ideal
candidates for this are conductive solvents in the liquid phase with a salt dissolved in it. From
examining the chemistry, it is clear that acidic salts are most desirable since their dissolution
automatically provides a steady source of H+ ions to help drive the reaction. In most industrial
and commercial anodization processes, sulfuric acid in water is the electrolyte of choice due to
both its low cost and its potency as a diprotic acid11. The downside of using sulfuric acid is that
a very small amount of sulfur will end up incorporated into the alumina layer, which can
adversely affect the function of any kind of catalyst deposited on top of it. To avoid this, other
strong acids such as oxalic acid are used.
When aluminum anodization processes are being performed, the important variables that
need to be controlled are the voltage, the current, the strength of the acidic solution, the kind of
acid being used, and the reaction time. As the alumina layer grows thicker, the resistance of the
system increases, which is notable because restrictions from Ohm’s Law means that both the
voltage and current cannot be held constant during anodization. Acid strength scales directly
with aluminum oxide formation rates, but if the reaction proceeds too quickly the quality of the
film can suffer. There are many models of anodic reactions, both implicit and explicit, but
consider the relationship proposed by Young12:

E M
dL
 i* d
dt
zF 
where L is oxide film thickness, t is the reaction time, i is the ionic current, Ed is the electric
field strength, M is the molecular weight of the oxide, z is number of Faradays required to form
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the molecular weight of the oxide, F is Faraday’s constant, and ρ is the oxide density. The
choice of cathode material is generally irrelevant as any conductive metal will suffice.

4.1.2 Procedure for Anodization
1. Catalyst plate begins as 6”x 9”x 0.125”, 6061 Aluminum.
a. 6061 Aluminum is > 98% Al, balance is mostly Mg and Si.
2. Catalyst plate needs to be carefully cleaned before anodization.
a. Wash plate in deionized water (DIW) for 5 minutes.
b. Plate is placed in acetone bath and sonicated for 10 minutes.
c. Plate is washed with DIW, then sonicated in DIW for 10 minutes.
d. Plate is washed with DIW a final time for 5 minutes.
3. Counter-electrode metal was selected to be Copper, same 6”x 9”x 0.125” size as Al.
a. Wash plate in deionized water for 5 minutes.
4. The positive electrode of the power source is connected to the catalyst plate, making it
the anode, and the negative electrode is connected to the copper plate, making it the
cathode.
a. The aluminum plate must be the anode so that it attracts negative oxygen ions.
5. 0.3 M Oxalic Acid is used for the electrolyte solution.
a. Approximately 11 liters is needed to fully submerged both plates on their long
edges.
b. Exact volume of acid here is unimportant as a variable; what is required is that
there is enough to keep both electrodes completely submerged. A small amount
of liquid will be lost during the course of the reaction.
6. While submerged, the two plates are positioned such that there is exactly 12 inches
between them and that their respective flat surfaces face another.
7. The power supply used is a KORAD KA6005D DC Linear Power Supply
a. Settings used are 60 Volts and 5 Amperes.
b. Power supply is set to keep constant voltage while current was allowed to vary.
8. Vessel containing acid is situated on a stir/heat plate and constantly stirred with a
magnetic stir bar.
9. Reaction time is 30 minutes.
a. While reaction is proceeding, a significant amount of hydrogen bubble formation
will be plainly visible, especially at the cathode. Also, the shiny aluminum metal
will gradually lose its luster and become whiter as the oxide layer becomes
thicker.
10. When the process is concluded, the power is switched off and the catalyst plate is left in
the electrolyte solution.
11. The heating is engaged and the solution is heated up to 30 °C. The catalyst plate soaks
in the heated acid for 3 hours.
a. The purpose of this step is to open up and widen the pores a little. As part of the
natural anodization process, sometimes a sheen of alumina layer can end up
covering the pores at the top, and this step removes it.
b. The cathode plate is irrelevant at this part of this process.
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12. Next, the anodized plate is carefully removed from the bath and cleaned.
a. Plate is washed in DIW for 10 minutes.
13. Finally, plate is placed in an oven and gently baked at 40 °C for 12 hours to remove any
trace moisture or acid, especially from the pores.
4.2 Catalyst Preparation
The preparation of catalysts is a topic as vast and complicated as the chemistry of
catalysis itself. In heterogeneous catalysis processes, such as Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, the
catalyst usually exists in the solid state while the reactants and products are either in the gaseous
or liquid phases. There are a variety of techniques for solid catalyst preparation, but all of them
can be broadly classified as one of three types; bulk catalyst preparation, impregnation, and
mixed-agglomerated crystals13. Bulk catalyst preparation is where the material prepared is
mainly or solely comprised actively catalytic substances. Impregnation techniques deposit
catalysts directly onto already existing support structures, usually ones that were synthesized
using bulk preparation methods. Finally, the mixed-agglomeration method combines catalyst
and support precursor chemicals into a single solution and agglomerating the mixture into a
single crystal.
Bulk catalyst preparation is the broadest of the three preparation categories, and it
includes such diverse techniques as precipitation, gelation, crystallization, and complexation14.
What unites these techniques is that the chemistry taking place is fundamentally threedimensional; the solid catalyst nucleates around central points and expands equally in every
dimension15. In precipitation, a solid catalyst is precipitated from a liquid precursor salt solution
by increasing the solution’s pH and therefore lowering the solubility of the catalyst. If a dual
catalyst is required, both catalysts can be synthesized simultaneously using this process which is
then called co-precipitation. The gelation method, also called the sol-gel method, is a process
where a liquid precursor is gradually transformed into a well-hydrated solid precursor called a
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hydrogel by having the colloidal particles merge into polymeric chains16. Sol-gels methods are
valued due to their ability to control the composition, texture, and other structural properties of
the catalyst17. Crystallization is a specialized gelation method where the hydrogel is first
dissolved using a mineralizing agent and then a new structure is crystalized using a structural
agent18. These new structures are distinguished by the formation of molecular sieves, which are
pores of a very uniform size, with the most well-known category being the zeolite family19. The
final and rarest form of the bulk catalyst preparation techniques is complexation, an approach
where a complex is formed around a (usually metallic) central atom by attaching ligands to it.
This is done slowly so as to not damage the complex, which is then carefully dried to achieve a
more highly dispersed mixed oxides than those available from other methods20.
The impregnation preparation techniques entail impregnating an already existing support
with the active phase of the catalyst. This allows for the texture of the supports to be transmitted
to the catalysts very precisely21. Unlike bulk preparation techniques, impregnation methods are
fundamentally two-dimensional chemistries where the catalyst layer is free to grow in the x- and
y-directions but not in the z-direction. Types of impregnation include dry impregnation, wet
impregnation, ion exchange, and electrostatic adsorption. Both dry and wet impregnation begin
with contacting the support with the impregnating solution for a fixed period of time, proceed to
have the support dried or baked to remove the excess liquid, and finish with calcination22. The
main difference between wet and dry impregnation is in the volume of solution used in the first
step. Ion exchange is where an ion already present on the surface of the support is replaced by a
different ion, something that happens frequently with zeolite catalysts23. Finally, electrostatic
adsorption is where an ion in solution is attracted to a support surface with an opposite charge, as
when negatively-charged colloidal particles adsorb on to a positively-charged polymer surface24.
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Mixed-agglomerated catalyst preparation is the last major area in catalyst preparation,
and it is the least frequently used. In this method, both the catalyst precursor and the support
precursor (or powdered support) are mixed together into one solution before being synthesized
using one of the bulk catalyst preparation techniques such as precipitation25. This approach to
catalyst creation has fallen out of favor in recent times, mostly because it lacks the degree of
control that is available from the other methods. As the field of catalysis has evolved and
knowledge of the chemistry improved, the importance of properties such as catalyst composition,
catalyst crystal orientation, and support surface area has become better understood, leading to
desire to design these properties precisely. One area where this technique is still widely
employed is the catalytic hydrotreating of oil refinery streams26; often catalysts are prepared in
this manner to remove contaminants such as sulfur, oxygen, nitrogen, and metals to protect
downstream processes like hydrocracking27.

4.2.1 Wet Impregnation
Impregnation is where a catalyst is deposited onto the surface of a preexisting solid
support using an aqueous metal precursor. There are three main steps and often a fourth to this
process:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Contacting the support with the impregnating solution for a fixed amount of time.
Drying the support to remove excess liquid.
Calcination of the support to firm up chemical bonds between catalyst and support.
(sometimes) Activation of the catalyst.

All impregnation recipes begin by first creating the impregnation solution that will be used to
deliver the catalyst to the surface of the support. These solutions are nearly always active metal
precursors dissolved into an aqueous or organic solution28. The ideal catalytic precursors are
metallic salts; these dissolve easily into a solvent (usually water) and exist in a stable powdered
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form pre-process. These salts dissolve into positively-charged metal ions (catalyst) and
negatively-charged ions in solution, both of which adsorb onto the support surface. As only the
catalytic metal is desirable on the surface, anions that are easily volatilized such as nitrates,
chlorides, and carbonates are preferred29. In addition to the metallic salts, other chemicals may
be added to the impregnation solution such as pH buffers and surfactants. The pH buffers serve
to manage the pH by slowing its rise; this is essential as the slower the increase in the pH from 7
to 8 is, the smaller the resulting metal particles that precipitate out of solution30. Smaller
particles are desirable during the impregnation process due to their higher surface areas per unit
volumes, but achieving these at high pH is difficult because the increased hydroxide
concentration effectively lowers the zeta potential on the metal particles which encourages them
to aggregate. Surfactants, molecules with contrasting hydrophobic and hydrophilic ends, can
also be added to the precursor solution to stop particle aggregation by forming micelles31. Once
the content of the solution is determined, all that remains to decide is how much solution to use
during the actual process, a decision that has significant consequences for the driving forces
behind the impregnation.
There are two main kinds of impregnation; the wet impregnation method and the dry
impregnation method, also called the incipient wetness impregnation. The wet impregnation
method involves contacting the support with an excess of precursor solution, while the dry
impregnation method entails contacting the support with a volume of precursor solution equal to
the pore volume32. Although this difference sounds insubstantial, it acutely affects the
phenomena driving the process:
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Figure 4.4: Wet vs. Dry Impregnation Catalyst Preparation. Both the wet (left) and dry (right) impregnation
techniques demonstrate diffusion and adsorption of the solute onto the support surface, but only the dry technique
also has pressure-driven capillary flow into the pores.33

From Figure 4.4, it can be seen that three distinct phenomena are present. Both wet and dry
impregnation have solute diffusion into the pores and adsorption of solute onto the support
surface, while dry impregnation also has pressure-driven capillary flow into the pores. The
solute diffusion into the pores is a standard mass transfer process and is therefore governed by
Fick’s Law, a more thorough examination of which is available in Chapter 3. Adsorption of the
solute is the most important phenomena; the whole objective of impregnation is to deposit the
catalytic ions onto the support surface after all. This phenomenon is driven by the adsorption
capacity of the support surface and the concentration of the solute available in the liquid phase.
Finally, the unidirectional, pressure-driven capillary flow in dry impregnation can be described
using Darcy’s Law34:

Q

kA  dp 
  dx 

where Q is the volumetric flow rate, k is the permeability of the support material, A is the crosssectional area of the pore, μ is the solution viscosity, and dp/dx is the pressure drop in the xdirection. Although dry impregnation is generally a slower process that requires multiple dip-
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coatings compared to wet impregnation, it provides investigators with a greater degree of control
over the process.
Regardless of which impregnation method is chosen, the remaining steps in the process
are the same. The excess solution still remaining on the surface of the support must be removed,
but this must be done delicately as the catalyst particles are only weakly bonded to the surface.
Typical techniques here include contacting the side of the support structure with an absorbent
material to siphon on excess liquid, drying the support slowly at near room temperatures, and
also using humidity-controlled environments for gradual drying. Once the surplus precursor
solution is removed, the support is calcined at a high temperature. The goal of the calcination
step is twofold; first, to lock in the catalyst to the support by forming the metal-oxide bonds that
keep it attached to the surface, and second, to volatize any remaining precursor anions and
remove them from the surface. Finally, the catalyst must be transformed into its active state
before it can be used in a process. Most catalysts exist in their stable states as metal-oxides (e.g.
Co3O4, MgAl2O4, Fe3O4, etc.), but these are rarely also their catalytically active states. Usually
these metal-oxides must be reduced to their active form by running electron donating gases over
them, such as hydrogen or carbon monoxide.

4.2.2 Procedure for Cobalt Wet Impregnation
1. Impregnation solution must be synthesized first.
a. Begin with 400 mL of highly pure deionized water.
i. This volume was necessary to completely submerge catalytic plate.
b. Dissolve 40 g of cobalt nitrate (Co(NO3)2) into solution.
i. This is roughly equivalent to a concentration of 10% by weight.
c. Dissolve 30 g of urea (CO(NH2)2) into solution.
i. This is roughly equivalent to a concentration of 7.5% by weight.
ii. Increasing the pH slowly from 7 to 8 is what drives particle formation.
iii. Urea reacts with water to form CO2 and ammonia (NH3), which then
further reacts with water slowly to form ammonium (NH4+) and OH-.
d. Dissolve 2 g of cetrimonium bromide (C19H42BrN) or CTAB into solution.
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2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

i. CTAB is a surfactant that forms micelles around the cobalt nanoparticles,
restricting their size.
e. Solution is placed on a stir/heat plate and constantly stirred while being heated up
to 60 °C for 48 hours.
Catalyst plate is completely submerged face-up in the impregnation solution.
While submerged, the bin containing the solution and plate are being sonicated at 40 kHz.
a. Sonication discourages the catalytic particles from aggregating.
While the plate is submerged and being sonicated, a vacuum is drawn on the space above
the solution.
a. Hand-operated vacuum pump was used to create vacuum.
b. Vacuum was roughly 200 mmHg.
c. The vacuum causes air trapped in the pores to expand and evacuate, allowing for
the precursor solution to infiltrate the pores.
Impregnation run time is 30 minutes.
Plate is removed from solution and the side of it (not the face) is carefully contacted with
an absorbent paper tower to drain excess solution fluid.
a. The catalyst particles on the surface are only weakly-bonded to the surface and
can be easily knocked off by physically impacting or washing the plate face.
Once extraneous fluid is removed, the catalyst plate is baked in an oven.
a. Plate is baked at 60 °C for 4 hours.
i. This gently removes the remaining nitrates and some of the water.
b. Plate is baked at 120 °C for 12 hours.
i. This removes all excess water.
c. Plate is baked at 350 °C for 5 hours.
i. This oxidizes and bonds the catalyst particles to the support surface.
Although this isn’t included in the synthesis procedure, the cobalt catalyst will have to be
activated for use in a FTS reactor. This is accomplished by flowing hydrogen gas over
the plate to reduce the metal to its catalytically active phase.

4.3 Results
In the course of experimentation, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), profilometry,
and dynamic light scattering (DLS) were used to characterize the alumina layer and catalyst
deposition. SEM was used to examine surface morphology and the uniformity of both the
alumina film and the catalyst deposition, EDX was used to assess the elemental composition of
the surface, TEM was used to study the cobalt catalyst particles in solution, the profilometry was
used to determine the alumina film thickness, and the DLS was used to measure the size of the
cobalt particles in solution. All experimental work was done by the author, with the exceptions
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of the TEM work which was done by Teresa Sawyer of the Linus Pauling Institute and the
profilometry work which was by Zhongwei Gao of the Chang Research Group at Oregon State
University.

4.3.1 Anodization Results
Early efforts on assessing the anodized alumina film focused on using SEM to evaluate
the texture of the surface and using profilometry to quantify the thickness of the film. It is
known from Young’s equation (see above) that oxide film thickness directly correlates to
experiment time, thus anodization run time was the first variable that was optimized. To this
end, a series of anodization experiments were ran at different increments of time and the
thickness of the aluminum oxide layer was measured using profilometry. These results are
summarized below in Figure 4.5:
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Figure 4.5: Anodization Time vs. Thickness of Alumina Film. Thickness of the anodized alumina layer increased
rapidly below 10 minutes of experiment time, while after the growth rate slowed significantly. Most likely this is
due to the process changing from kinetics-driven to diffusion-driven. The thickness measured here is only half the
length of the actual thickness as the alumina grows in both directions from the aluminum/solution interface.

In profilometry, a probe is contacted with a surface and dragged across it laterally to measure
subtle changes in the height. This allows researchers to construct a two-dimensional profile of
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the topography of the surface. For the data in Figure 4.5, a diamond stylus was dragged over the
surface of a sample that had been anodized only on one half of it; thus, when the stylus dropped
from the higher alumina layer to the aluminum surface the profilometer was capable of
measuring that distance. It’s important to note here that this distance is only half the thickness of
the actual alumina layer because the alumina layer grows both directions from the aluminumsolution interface. For example, this means that at 30 minutes the true thickness of the alumina
layer is 29 μm. The growth rate of the alumina layer is fast below 10 minutes when the process
is kinetics-driven, and much slower after 10 minutes when the process is diffusion-driven. This
is explained by the metal-oxide layer growing beyond a certain thickness, creating longer pores
which the oxygen ions have to transport down to reach the reaction zone.
SEM is a technique that directs a beam of electrons towards a surface and then images
that surface by collecting and measuring secondary electrons emitted from atoms that were
excited by the beam of electrons. All analysis here was done using FEI QUANTA 3D dual beam
SEM and FEI NOVA 230 high resolution SEM at the Linus Pauling Institute at Oregon State
University. Due to extremely insulating nature of the anodized alumina, all samples had a thin
(3-5 nm) layer of a gold/platinum mixture sputtered onto the surface. Insulating surfaces are a
problem for SEM because they lead to electrons from the beam getting trapped on the surface
leading to a localized negative charge. This negative charge represents an obstacle because it
will deflect the similarly negatively-charged electrons from the beam away from the surface and
prevent it from being imaged. Early anodization SEM images showed a surface pock-marked
with pores in no particular orientation that were smaller than predicted. From Figure 4.6:
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Figure 4.6: SEM Image of Anodized Aluminum. Many pores in the 27-32 nm range are evident, arranged in no
particular pattern. Surface was sputtered with a Au/Pt layer to assist in imaging.

The average pore size in these early results was in the 27-32 nm range, when 50 nm was
expected. More alarmingly, the quantity of pores was substantially less than anticipated leading
to the notion that many pores were being covered up by loose material. To rectify this, a porewidening treatment was developed where the alumina was soaked in heated acid as outlined in
step #11 in section 4.1.2. The SEM results of this additional processing step are presented below
in Figure 4.7:
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Figure 4.7: SEM Image of Final Anodized Aluminum. This alumina surface was created using the recipe in section
4.1.2. A network of pores, loosely organized in lines and with an average diameter in the 50-60 nm range, is
evident. Surface was sputtered with a Au/Pt mixture to help image the surface.

Comparing Figures 4.6 and 4.7, it is clear that the pore-widening treatment succeeded in not only
widening the pores by a factor of about two, but it also exposed more of these pores. The heated
acid bath cannot create new pores, it can only reveal existing ones that were hidden beneath a
thin alumina layer or widen existing ones. The average pore size on the anodized alumina is in
the 50-60 nm range, which was desired as that is large enough to fit catalytic particles into. One
aspect of anodized aluminum surfaces that was not successfully reproduced from literature was
the hexagonal array that is often seen. Most likely, this was due to the current density not being
held constant at the anode; a current density that is constantly dropping as the oxide layer forms
would lead to variable growth rates across the surface and uneven pore formation. This was a
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limitation imposed by the power source, which was incapable of holding current constant and
letting the voltage vary as needed.

4.3.2 Catalyst Results
Results for the cobalt catalyst impregnation process can be divided between two focuses;
categorization of the impregnation solution and characterization of the surface postimpregnation. The cobalt catalyst particles in the impregnation solution were examined using
time-resolved dynamic light scattering to determine their size and using transmission electron
microscopy to inspect their morphology. Dynamic light scattering is a technique where a laser of
known wavelength is beamed through a translucent solvent containing small, solid particles that
are then scattered. If the particles in solution can be said to be nearly spherical and their
movement is solely due to Brownian motion, then the scatter speed and the size of the particle
can be related through the Stokes-Einstein equation35:

D

k BT
6 RH

where D is the translational diffusion coefficient, η is the solution viscosity, and RH is the
hydrodynamic radius of the particle. The DLS system that was used was a Brookhaven 90Plus
Nanoparticle Size Analyzer, while a helium-neon laser at a wavelength of 632.8 nm was used.
Solution used was the one described in step 1 of section 4.2.2 exactly, although some dilutions of
this solution were done for additional measurements. Figure 4.8 below condenses these results
into a single graph:
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Figure 4.8: DLS Particle Size vs. Relative Number of Particles. The overwhelming majority of particles were in the
12-15 nm range, although there was a very small amount in the 32-82 nm range. Data is for cobalt impregnation
solution that was outlined in section 4.2.2.

In Figure 4.8, it can be seen that almost all of the particles were found to be in 12-15 nm size
range. This range is ideal in that the particles are large enough to retain their catalytic activity
(which usually disappears below 10 nm), but small enough that they are capable of fitting into
anodized alumina pores that were discussed in the previous section and had an average size of
50-60 nm.
In addition to DLS, transmission electron microscopy was also used to try an estimate the
size of particles in solution as well as image them to evaluate their shape. TEM is a technique
where a beam of electrons is passed through the sample of interest, focused by a lens into a
phosphorescent screen, which then emits a pattern of photons onto a screen which forms the
image of the sample36. The TEM instrument used was a Hitachi HD2700C STEM with UV and
Fluorescence Detectors, and the first image is shown below in Figure 4.9:
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Figure 4.9: TEM Image of Cobalt Particles in Solution. Hexagonal platelets of cobalt are readily visible. The
particles shown here are quite a bit larger than those predicted by the DLS, but this is due to them being sintered
while they were baked onto the TEM grid.

Figure 4.9 shows a TEM image of cobalt particles that were taken from solution and deposited
onto a grid and baked. Although the baking preparation step likely contributed to a sintering
effect amongst the particles, a hexagonal platelet is clearly visible at center-left with a size of
about 40-50 nm. This is consistent with the rarer, larger particles the DLS identified. Most
likely, many of the smaller particles in the 12-15 nm range were sintered which caused them to
aggregate together in larger clumps as seen in the above figure. It also seems likely that there are
particles in the size range indicated by the DLS, but they are too small to be accurately imaged
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by the TEM. These results are broadly in line with what literature has shown for the formation
of cobalt nanoparticles37. Another view of the same sample is given below in Figure 4.10:

Figure 4.10: TEM Image of Cobalt Particles in Solution. It can be seen that the cobalt particles form thin platelets.
A drop of solution was baked at high temperature onto a copper TEM grid for imaging.

From Figure 4.10, it can be observed that the cobalt particles form thin platelets that are
hexagonal in nature. This is consistent with the structural properties of these nanoparticles; the
stable form of cobalt is cobalt oxide (Co3O4), a spinel structure that tends towards a hexagonal
closely-packed orientation.
After the impregnation process, the alumina surface with the cobalt on top of it was
examined using SEM and its elemental composition was determined using energy-dispersive Xray spectroscopy. The same SEM instrument was used here as was with the anodized aluminum
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in the previous section, along with the exact same operating conditions. Figure 4.11 below
shows the post-impregnation surface:

Figure 4.11: SEM Image (x100) of Cobalt-Impregnated Anodized Alumina. Cobalt deposits are clearly visible on
the surface of alumina and are evenly dispersed. Surface was sputtered with a very thin layer of a gold/platinum
mixture to help with imaging.

Cobalt deposits are clearly visible in Figure 4.11, which was created using the procedure
available in section 4.2.2. The deposits are well-dispersed and are mostly of uniform size. This
is attributable to the solution being well-mixed and homogeneous, as well as the effect of the
sonication which helped to prevent particle aggregation both in solution and on the surface.
Magnifying this surface and zooming in on one of the cobalt deposits yields Figure 4.12:
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Figure 4.12: SEM Image (x5000) of Cobalt-Impregnated Anodized Alumina. Large cobalt deposit on right is one
of the small deposits seen in Figure 4.11. In addition to the large masses of cobalt, there is a clearly visible
superstructure of deposited cobalt across the entire support. Surface was sputtered with a very thin layer of a
gold/platinum mixture to help with imaging.

In Figure 4.12, there is a clear network of deposited cobalt particles that completely covers the
alumina support, as well as the larger cobalt mounds that dot the landscape. The cobalt is easily
distinguished from the alumina due to its brighter color; bright colors in SEM correspond to
higher electron densities, and cobalt has considerably more electrons than either aluminum or
oxygen. Amplifying this surface further in Figure 4.13:
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Figure 4.13: SEM Image (x20000) of Cobalt-Impregnated Anodized Alumina. The thin hexagonal platelets
identified in the TEM images have clearly deposited themselves across the alumina surface. Pores are faintly visible
beneath the cobalt superstructure. Surface was sputtered with a very thin layer of a gold/platinum mixture to help
with imaging.

Figure 4.13 shows that the porous alumina support has been heavily saturated with the thin,
hexagonal platelets that were earlier identified using TEM and DLS. The pores themselves are
only barely visible, but they are most evident at the top of the image. Careful examination of the
image reveals that at least some of the cobalt particles are growing directly out of the pores,
indicating at least partial success at utilizing the expanded surface area creating by anodizing
aluminum to alumina as opposed to a more traditional γ-Al2O3 surface. On the whole, Figure
4.13 elucidates the success of developing a novel Fischer-Tropsch catalyst with high surface area
and a stable support for use in a microreactor.
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The last form of analysis performed on the catalyst surface was SEM-EDX. Energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy is a technique used to evaluate the elemental composition of solid
materials. It works fundamentally the same as SEM; bombard a surface with an electron beam
and measure the particles that are emitted from the surface, but while SEM collects secondary
electrons, EDX collects X-ray photons. When atoms are bombarded by the electron beam some
of their core electrons are dislodged causing electrons farther from the nucleus to drop into the
holes left by the missing electrons. As these electrons drop into these lower energy states, they
release photons that are highly specific towards the element38. The EDX is done in situ with the
SEM instrument, and the results are below in Figure 4.14:

Figure 4.14: EDX of Cobalt-Impregnated Anodized Alumina. The surface layer is mostly aluminum, oxide, and
cobalt. All the gold and platinum is from the sputtering process used to help the SEM imaging. Quantification of
the peaks is available in Table 4.1.

From Figure 4.14, it can be seen that the surface layers is overwhelmingly alumina with a
substantial amount of cobalt also present. The gold and platinum is only present from the
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sputtering that was done to assist with the SEM imaging. Ignoring these two elements, the peak
areas were used to calculate the percent of each element in the surface layer below in Table 4.1:
Table 4.1: EDX ZAF Quantification Element Normalized. Elements detected by EDX have their relative %
determined using their peak areas from Figure 4.14. Surface is overwhelmingly alumina and cobalt oxide.

Table 4.1 shows that oxygen is the most prevalent atom by far, with aluminum a distant second
and cobalt in last. This is consistent with the surface layer being mostly aluminum oxide (Al2O3)
and cobalt oxide (Co3O4). The most important result in Table 4.1 is the 12% by weight cobalt in
the surface layer as this compares favorably to those found in literature and industrial
processes39.
To summarize this chapter, an anodized alumina surface was successfully developed for
use as a support for a cobalt FTS catalyst. A wet impregnation process was then effectively
created that produced ideally-sized catalytic particles and then deposited them onto the anodized
alumina support. The final product was demonstrated to be well suited for integration into a FTS
reactor.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chapter 5 contains all the results from the models that were developed in chapter 3. These
results are discussed and contextualized to give the reader a better understanding of their
meaning and significance. All results, unless otherwise noted, come from COMSOL
Multiphysics. When interpreting a COMSOL chart, it is important to pay close attention to the
y-axis; COMSOL will automatically adjust the color scheme such that the highest value is dark
red and the lowest value (usually 0) is dark blue. This means that comparing charts to one
another needs to be done cautiously as the same color in two different charts can correspond to
hugely different concentration values. Generally, the COMSOL charts will only be used for the
“base” case of each model while other results will be summarized in tables and other graphics.

5.1 FTS Model Results
The base-case model conditions were selected to closely mimic the conditions of the real
world FTS microreactor that was available. For this case, pressure was set to 20 bar, temperature
was set to 240 °C, and the H2/CO inlet ratio was fixed to 2. These conditions are considered by
literature1 to be the optimal operating parameters for a cobalt catalyst-based FTS process. The
first result is the velocity profile, given below in Figure 5.1:
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Figure 5.1: Velocity Profile for Modelled FTS Reactor. Profile is uniformly laminar with a maximum velocity of
0.0015 m/s in the center and a zero velocity at both walls.

Figure 5.1 above shows that the simulated flow is fully laminar with a maximum velocity in the
center of the channel of 0.0015 m/s. This is to be expected as the boundary conditions for the
momentum balance were specified to be a no-slip condition at the reactor wall and no shear in
the middle of the channel. The above result is somewhat trivial; although the convective flow is
an important component of the reactor, solving the momentum balance is something COMSOL
excels at. The real value of the result in Figure 5.1 is that it shows that the model is functioning
as intended and that there are no unexplained phenomenon occurring. COMSOL’s true efficacy
is seen when determining the concentrations of the various species, which begins in Figure 5.2:
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Figure 5.2: Concentration Profile of CO in Modelled FTS Reactor. The concentration of carbon monoxide is shown
after 1 hour of simulated reactor time. CO enters the reactor at left at its maximum concentration, and is adsorbed
by the catalytic wall along the bottom.

From Figure 5.2, the concentration profile of carbon monoxide for the entire reactor is visible
and several observations can be made. The carbon monoxide enters the reactor on the left at its
maximum concentration (0.387 mol/m3 here), which stays constant until it encounters the
catalyst on the bottom wall at x = 0.001 m. At this point, the CO in the vicinity of the wall is
immediately adsorbed out of the bulk phase and onto the surface while the rest of the CO
gradually begins diffusing towards the catalyst due to the newly-created concentration gradient.
While this is happening, the convective flow is still pushing the remaining CO to the reactor exit
at right, resulting in the sinusoidal concentration profile. A similar phenomenon can be observed
looking at the other reactant, hydrogen:
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Figure 5.3: Concentration Profile of H2 in Modelled FTS Reactor. The concentration of hydrogen is shown after 1
hour of simulated reactor time. Hydrogen enters the reactor at left at its maximum concentration, and is adsorbed by
the catalytic wall along the bottom.

The hydrogen profile appears to be exactly the same as the previous CO profile in Figure 5.2, but
note that the color concentration scale is different. Despite the different absolute concentration
values, the concentration profile is nearly identical to the concentration profile for CO which
makes sense as they are driven by the exact same phenomenon.
Moving to the FTS products, it can be seen that they too have similar trends in their
concentration profiles. Beginning with the simplest hydrocarbon, methane, in Figure 5.4:
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Figure 5.4: Concentration Profile of CH4 in Modelled FTS Reactor. Methane is formed on the surface of the
catalyst at bottom before desorbing into the bulk gas phase. Afterwards, it is then pushed via convection towards the
reactor exit at right.

In Figure 5.4, the concentration profile of methane shows that reactor begins with no methane in
it, but rather forms it in situ on the surface of the catalyst on the bottom wall. This methane then
desorbs from the surface and is ejected from the reactor exit at right via convective flow.
Interestingly, the methane reaches peak concentration early in the reactor just above where the
catalyst starts. This is probably driven by two coinciding phenomenon; the faster formation of
methane versus longer hydrocarbons, and the exhaustion of available hydrogen. The faster rate
of formation for methane can easily be seen when examining Figure 3.2; in that chart, not only
do larger hydrocarbons require extra propagation steps, but their hydrogenation and desorption
steps are significantly slower. This means that a methane molecule can begin forming in a
catalytic site before any other hydrocarbon, effectively boxing them out of that site. Lack of
available hydrogen is also a major factor for why methane formation is more favorable near the
entrance of the reactor than towards the end. The reactor feed is set at a H2/CO ratio of 2 (or a
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H/C ratio of 4), which is ideal for the formation of CH4. As the FTS reaction proceeds, however,
hydrogen is being consumed to make water (discussed in more detail below in Figure 5.7) which
reduces the amount on the surface available for hydrocarbon synthesis. When this happens,
formation of hydrocarbons with high hydrogen to carbon ratios like methane (4:1) and ethane
(3:1) become less favorable while formation of longer chain hydrocarbons (~2:1) becomes
preferential. Moving on to ethane, a very similar picture emerges:

Figure 5.5: Concentration Profile of Ethane in Modelled FTS Reactor. Ethane is formed on the surface of the
catalyst at bottom before desorbing into the bulk gas phase. Afterwards, it is then pushed via convection towards the
reactor exit at right.

Figure 5.5 shows the concentration profile of ethane in the reactor, and it is very similar to the
methane profile from earlier. Ethane forms on the catalyst surface, desorbs into the bulk phase,
and is pushed out of the reactor via convective flow exactly as methane is. Also like methane,
the ethane reaches a maximum concentration early in the reactor before seeing its rate of
formation level off further in. This is due to the same dual phenomenon discussed earlier with
methane, although both are weaker versions. The weaker trends explain why the peak
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concentration area is elongated along the surface of the catalyst for ethane compared to methane.
Each individual hydrocarbon concentration profile won’t be examined in detail for the sake of
brevity and because they all follow the same general pattern, but decane is unique and its profile
is presented below in Figure 5.6:

Figure 5.6: Concentration Profile of Decane in Modelled FTS Reactor. Decane is formed on the surface of the
catalyst at bottom before desorbing into the bulk gas phase. Afterwards, it is then pushed via convection towards the
reactor exit at right.

In Figure 5.6, it can be seen that the concentration of decane follows the same basic pattern of
the smaller hydrocarbons, only at a much larger scale. The concentration of decane is 2-3 orders
of magnitude greater than those seen for methane or ethane, which is logical as the decane
category includes not only decane, but every alkane hydrocarbon larger than decane. As a
reminder, the model was artificially limited to hydrocarbons no longer than C10H22 in order to
save on computational power and time; however, real world reactors have no such restrictions
and cobalt catalyst-based FTS systems can often produce C40+ size hydrocarbons2. Instead of
treating this as a decane-only category, it is better to understand this as a decane-plus category
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that contains a summation of decane and every potential C10+ alkane that could have formed if
the model allowed for it. This explains why the concentration of decane is so large. Moving on
to the FTS byproducts, the concentration profiles of water and carbon dioxide are given below in
Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, respectively:

Figure 5.7: Concentration Profile of Water in Modelled FTS Reactor. Water is formed on the surface of the catalyst
at bottom before desorbing into the bulk gas phase. Afterwards, it is then pushed via convection towards the reactor
exit at right. Unlike every other product, the model allows for water readsorption on the catalytic surface.
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Figure 5.8: Concentration Profile of CO2 in Modelled FTS Reactor. Carbon dioxide is formed on the surface of the
catalyst at bottom before desorbing into the bulk gas phase. Afterwards, it is then pushed via convection towards the
reactor exit at right.

Water and CO2 are best thought of as a pair; they are both undesired byproducts of the FTS
process whose relative rates of formation depend heavily on one another. Although water is
always formed in the course of FTS, the final amount that exits the reactor depends greatly on
the degree of water-gas shift taking place. Recall from chapter 1, the water-gas shift reaction
proceeds as:

CO  H 2O

CO2  H 2

From the above relation, it can be seen that a higher reaction rate constant will naturally lead to a
lower water concentration. It can also be seen that the concentration of carbon dioxide present is
totally dependent both on water-gas reaction rate constant and the concentration of water
available. From Figure 5.8, it can be understood that the total amount of CO2 being produced is
very small; this is logical and was expected as a cobalt catalyst is being modelled. If an iron
catalyst had been used, it would catalyze not only the FTS process but also the water-gas shift
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reaction3, which would have led to a much higher CO2 concentration and a lower water
concentration. In Figure 5.7, it is clear that water forms everywhere on the catalyst at a more or
less equal rate. This is expected; as a natural consequence of the hydrogenation of carbon
monoxide to hydrocarbons using the CH2 insertion mechanism, a large quantity of OH surface
species are produced as was shown in Figure 3.2. The most likely termination route of these
hydroxyl groups is as water, which is what is being seen in Figure 5.7.
A summarization of the results of the base case modelled FTS reactor is available below
in Table 5.1:
Table 5.1: Initial and Final Concentrations for Modelled FTS Reactor. Concentrations of all species are given in
mol/m3. Operating conditions were 20 bar, 240 °C, and 0.001 m/s linear velocity.

Species
CO In

Concentration
0.387

H2 In
CO Out

0.775
0.0512

H2 Out

0.0985

CO2

1.62E-06

H2O

0.138

CH4

8.05E-04

C2H6

5.38E-05

C3H8
C4H10
C5H12
C6H14
C7H16
C8H18
C9H20
C10H22

2.25E-04
6.36E-04
1.46E-03
3.27E-03
7.10E-03
0.015
0.031
0.0624

From Table 5.1, some trends from the modelled reactor are readily apparent. First, the FTS
conversion (defined by convention as the consumption of CO) is 86.8%. Second, the
hydrocarbon distribution concentrations reach a nadir with ethane and a peak with either nonane
or decane. The first trend is one that is seen all throughout FTS with cobalt catalysts, while the
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second is within normal parameters for an unpromoted cobalt catalyst4. Third, as was mentioned
earlier, the amount of carbon dioxide produced is negligible which is consistent with a cobalt
catalyst. Finally, the amount of methane produced in the modelled FTS reactor is very small,
much smaller than traditional FTS reactors where it often ranges from 10-40%5 of the final
hydrocarbon distribution versus 0.66% here. This is consistent with results from the
experimental microreactor6, and is most likely due to the superior thermal dissipation offered by
the microreactor.
Focusing in on just the hydrocarbon products, Figure 5.9 below shows their relative
contributions to the overall concentration:

CH4
C2H6
C3H8
C4H10
C5H12
C6H14
C7H16
C8H18
C9H20
C10H22

Figure 5.9: Relative Contribution of Individual Hydrocarbons to Total Hydrocarbon Concentration.

Figure 5.9 culls the hydrocarbon data from Table 5.1 and rearranges it to see what fraction each
hydrocarbon contributes to overall concentration. Unsurprising, the C10+ category is still the
largest and contributes more than half of all the hydrocarbon concentration. The peak
hydrocarbon concentration occurs at either C9H20 or C10H22, but the lack of clarity beyond
decane renders this unknowable. Comparing this to the literature that used the same kinetics, the
model’s hydrocarbon distribution peak occurs earlier (C9/C10 versus ~C15) and the slopes of
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that peak are steeper. It’s worth recalling here the source7 of the kinetics data that was used in
constructing this model. In that paper, a Carberry spinning basket batch reactor was used to run
the FTS process, the idea being that the basket containing the catalyst is spun at such a
tremendous velocity that the diffusion and convective effects are reduced to near zero leaving
only the pure kinetics. While this assumption is somewhat optimistic, the real factor here is that
a batch reactor was used and was ran until the reactants were exhausted. This is a substantially
different system than the constantly-stirred tank reactor (CSTR) envisioned by the model, and
helps explain why the hydrocarbon distribution in that work was more amenable to longer
hydrocarbon chains. Another important difference is temperature; their experiments were done
at lower temperatures (199 or 214 °C vs. 240 °C here), which is known to also lead to longer
hydrocarbon chains.
A final avenue of investigation is to inspect the catalytic surface itself. These results are
particularly valuable as obtaining information on which species are adsorbed on a surface is
difficult under any circumstances, but especially difficult here inside a closed reactor at high
pressure. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 below show the hydrocarbon concentration across the entire
catalytic surface:
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Figure 5.10: Surface Concentrations of Hydrocarbon Species on Catalyst. Larger hydrocarbon species are present
in larger concentrations. Concentration increases for all species the farther you travel down the reactor. Note: the
x-axis represents the length of the catalytic surface, so point x=0 is not the entrance to the reactor.

Figure 5.11: Surface Concentrations of Light Hydrocarbon Species on Catalyst. Larger hydrocarbon species are
present in larger concentrations. Concentration increases for all species the farther you travel down the reactor.
Note: the x-axis represents the length of the catalytic surface, so point x=0 is not the entrance to the reactor.
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In Figure 5.10, all hydrocarbon concentrations on the surface (in mol/m2) are given for the full
length of the catalyst, while Figure 5.11 does the same for the five lightest hydrocarbons. The
first observation here is that the larger the adsorbed species, the larger the concentration; such
that the concentration of decyl (C10H21) is roughly 4500 times larger than methyl (CH3). This
suggests that if some mechanism was employed for dislodging these species from the surface
then the overall hydrocarbon distribution would shift to the right. Another observation from both
Figures is that the concentrations of adsorbed hydrocarbon species increases the further you
travel down the reactor. Most likely, this is the result of hydrogen exhaustion as from Figure 3.2
it can be seen that the only way that these species can exit the surface is by interacting with an
adsorbed hydrogen species. This hints that a source of hydrogen reactant introduced in the
middle of the reactor channel could help extricate these larger and more economically-valuable
molecules from the surface.

5.1.1 FTS Model Results with Parametric Sweeps
In addition to the base case for the FTS reactor model documented in the previous
section, a parameter sweep was done to assess how the product distribution changes as functions
of the most important variables: temperature, pressure, feed concentrations, and residence time.
The first variable examined will be residence time in the reactor, which is a function of the linear
velocity through the reactor. In the base case, a linear velocity of 0.001 m/s was used which
corresponded to a residence time of 10 seconds. Two other velocities were selected, 0.003 m/s
and 0.00033 m/s, which correspond to residence times of 3.33 s and 30 seconds, respectively.
Table 5.2 below shows the results for the three separate resident times tested:
Table 5.2: Conversion and Products of Different Residence Times in Modelled FTS Reactor. Longer residence
times directly correlated to higher conversions, more product formation and (weakly) to longer hydrocarbon chains.
All concentrations are given in mol/m3.
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T
P
CO
H2
H2:CO
Velocity

240 (°C)
20 (bar)
0.387 (mol/m3)
0.775 (mol/m3)
2
0.00033 (m/s)

T
P
CO
H2
H2:CO
Velocity

240 (°C)
20 (bar)
0.387 (mol/m3)
0.775 (mol/m3)
2
0.001 (m/s)

T
P
CO
H2
H2:CO
Velocity

240 (°C)
20 (bar)
0.387 (mol/m3)
0.775 (mol/m3)
2
0.003 (m/s)

XCO
CH4
C2-C4
C5-C9
C10+
CO2
H2O

0.994
0.00294
2.46E-03
7.37E-02
5.98E-02
7.30E-07
0.16

XCO
CH4
C2-C4
C5-C9
C10+
CO2
H2O

0.868
8.05E-04
9.15E-04
5.78E-02
6.24E-02
1.62E-06
0.138

XCO
CH4
C2-C4
C5-C9
C10+
CO2
H2O

0.501
2.70E-04
3.56E-04
3.33E-02
0.0414
1.80E-06
0.085

Unsurprisingly, from Table 5.2, it can be seen that slower throughput velocities correlate to
higher conversions of carbon monoxide. This is to be expected as slower velocities equate to
higher residence times in the reactor, which in turn means there is more time for CO molecules
in the bulk phase to diffuse towards the wall with the catalyst on it. Longer residence times also
correlate to higher product concentrations for all hydrocarbons, which is logical given the much
larger conversions at these times. Finally, there is a weak correlation between shorter residence
times and favorability towards longer hydrocarbon chains. This is difficult to discern from the
tabulated data, but is much easier to see below in Figure 5.12:
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Figure 5.12: Throughput Velocity vs. Percentage of Total Hydrocarbon Concentration. Higher velocities correlate
to longer hydrocarbon chains being preferred, but also to lower CO conversions.

While the absolute concentrations drop substantially with an increase in velocity, Figure 5.12
shows that there is a modest shift towards longer hydrocarbon products. This is most likely
because the faster velocities exacerbate the hydrogen exhaustion problem that was described in
the previous section.
Pressure is the next variable to be examined, and its effects on the process are minimal.
The pressure levels selected were 1 bar, 20 bar, and 40 bar. Twenty and forty bar were chosen
because those are the traditional bounds for FTS processes, and 1 bar was selected to test how
the microreactor FTS process behaves at atmospheric pressure. Table 5.3 below shows the
results:
Table 5.3: Conversion and Products of Different Pressures in Modelled FTS Reactor. Higher pressures correlate to
higher conversions of CO, albeit with diminishing returns. Pressure had no significant effect on selectivity. All
concentrations in mol/m3.

T
P
CO
H2
H2:CO
Velocity

240 (°C)
1 (bar)
0.387 (mol/m3)
0.775 (mol/m3)
2
0.001 (m/s)

T
P
CO
H2
H2:CO
Velocity

240 (°C)
20 (bar)
0.387 (mol/m3)
0.775 (mol/m3)
2
0.001 (m/s)

T
P
CO
H2
H2:CO
Velocity

240 (°C)
40 (bar)
0.387 (mol/m3)
0.775 (mol/m3)
2
0.001 (m/s)
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XCO
CH4
C2-C4
C5-C9
C10+
CO2
H2O

0.783
0.000721
8.83E-04
5.15E-02
6.08E-02
1.40E-06
0.138

XCO
CH4
C2-C4
C5-C9
C10+
CO2
H2O

0.868
8.05E-04
9.15E-04
5.78E-02
6.24E-02
1.62E-06
0.138

XCO
CH4
C2-C4
C5-C9
C10+
CO2
H2O

0.870
8.03E-04
9.13E-04
5.78E-02
0.0624
1.63E-06
0.138

Table 5.3 shows that increasing the pressure led to a modest increase in the conversion of carbon
monoxide. This makes sense as pressure’s most direct influence is on the adsorption rates of the
reactants, as was seen in section 3.2.2.1. Despite this, there is clearly a point of diminishing
returns somewhere between 1 and 20 bar where increasing the pressure results in a miniscule
increase in conversion. This inflection point is where CO consumption ceases to be a kineticsdriven process and instead becomes a diffusion-driven process. Changes in pressure had no
significant effect on selectivity towards any hydrocarbon product. This is counter to the trend
that is often seen in literature, where higher pressures generally correlate to longer hydrocarbon
chains and less selectivity towards methane8. Reasons given for this correlation are varied but
often revolve around secondary effects such as changes in bulk reactant partial pressures leading
to different H2/CO ratios9, increased Water-Gas Shift activity due to higher partial pressure of
water10, and/or changes in the chemistry due to the formation of a thin layer of liquid on the
surface that advantages chain propagation at higher pressures11. The model isn’t designed to
account for these factors directly, which helps explains why hydrocarbon selectivity is not a
function of system pressure. It’s also important to note here, not all the literature showed
selectivity changes with pressure12, so the model results are well within previous literature
results.
Feed composition is also an important variable in Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis, and its
effects are summarized below in Table 5.4:
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Table 5.4: Conversion and Products of Different Feed Compositions in Modelled FTS Reactor. Higher hydrogen
levels in the feed correlate to a very weak increase in conversion of CO. Increasing the level of hydrogen in the feed
pushed the hydrocarbon distribution towards smaller products. All concentrations in mol/m 3.

T
P

H2
H2:CO
v

240 (°C)
20 (bar)
0.387
(mol/m3)
0.387
(mol/m3)
1
0.001 (m/s)

XCO
CH4
C2-C4
C5-C9
C10+
CO2
H2O

0.864
3.07E-04
5.31E-04
5.37E-02
0.0567
2.86E-06
0.071

CO

T
P

H2
H2:CO
v

240 (°C)
20 (bar)
0.387
(mol/m3)
0.775
(mol/m3)
2
0.001 (m/s)

XCO
CH4
C2-C4
C5-C9
C10+
CO2
H2O

0.868
0.000805
9.15E-04
5.78E-02
6.24E-02
1.62E-06
0.138

CO

T
P
CO

240 (°C)
20 (bar)
0.387
(mol/m3)

T
P
CO

240 (°C)
20 (bar)
0.387
(mol/m3)

H2
H2:CO
v

1.16 (mol/m3)
3
0.001 (m/s)

H2
H2:CO
v

1.55 (mol/m3)
4
0.001 (m/s)

XCO
CH4
C2-C4
C5-C9
C10+
CO2
H2O

0.870
2.21E-03
1.83E-03
6.75E-02
6.29E-02
7.49E-07
0.205

XCO
CH4
C2-C4
C5-C9
C10+
CO2
H2O

0.872
7.59E-03
4.42E-03
7.70E-02
0.05412
2.20E-07
0.269

From Table 5.4, two major trends are discernable; first, that changing the level of hydrogen in
the feed had no meaningful impact on the carbon monoxide conversion, and second, increasing
levels of hydrogen in the feed corresponded to shorter hydrocarbon species becoming more
preferential. The first trend is expected; at this temperature and pressure, the conversion is very
much limited by bulk diffusion of carbon monoxide and not any kind of surface reaction. While
it is theoretically possible for more hydrogen to lead to higher conversion by increasing the rates
of formation of important, early species such as HCO and HCOH, it’s also possible more
hydrogen in the feed can lower conversion by increasing site competition with the CO
molecules. The second trend is also expected, and is more easily seen below in Figure 5.13:
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Figure 5.13: Feed Ratio of Reactants vs. Percentage of Total Hydrocarbon Concentration. Higher hydrogen to
carbon monoxide ratios lead to the preferential formation of smaller hydrocarbon species.

Figure 5.13 clearly illustrates that increasing the quantity of hydrogen gas in the feed pushes the
hydrocarbon distribution towards lighter species. This is expected; larger concentrations of
hydrogen in the bulk phase directly translates to larger concentrations of adsorbed hydrogen on
the surface which leads to methanation and desorption reactions being favored. Increasing the
hydrogen ratio in the feed not only pushed the product distribution towards lighter hydrocarbons,
it pushed it disproportionately towards the smallest hydrocarbons as shown below in Figure 5.14:
900
800
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700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
-100
Hydrocarbon
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Figure 5.14: Percent Change in Concentration of Each Hydrocarbon When Doubling the Amount of Hydrogen in
the Feed. This data compares the percentage change in individual hydrocarbon concentrations from 2:1 to 4:1
H2/CO feed ratios. Only the decane category experienced a drop and the methane category increased the most, by
843%.

Figure 5.14 shows how the concentrations of each hydrocarbon change when the hydrogen to
carbon monoxide ratio is doubled from 2:1 to 4:1. The C10+ hydrocarbon was the only category
to shrink (-13%), while the methane and ethane categories experienced the most dramatic growth
(843% and 759%, respectively). This shows that the increased hydrogen in the feed not only
push the hydrocarbon distribution towards smaller products, but it specifically pushed it towards
the smallest products which is consistent with the reaction mechanism described in section 3.1.3.
The final variable examined was temperature, and it is perhaps the most complicated
variable of all. Temperature in the model affects the reaction rate constants of each reaction
(important exceptions: adsorption of reactants) and bulk diffusion coefficients of each species.
The results of the temperature sweep are found below in Table 5.5:
Table 5.5: Conversion and Products of Different Temperatures in Modelled FTS Reactor. Higher temperatures
correlate to moderately lower conversions of CO. Temperature increases led to considerable decreases in methane
selectivity, contrary to what most literature suggests. All concentrations in mol/m3.

T
P

H2
H2:CO
v

210 (°C)
20 (bar)
0.387
(mol/m3)
0.775
(mol/m3)
2
0.001 (m/s)

XCO
CH4
C2-C4
C5-C9
C10+
CO2
H2O

0.871
0.0028
1.85E-03
6.35E-02
5.20E-02
3.10E-08
0.14

CO

T
P

H2
H2:CO
v

240 (°C)
20 (bar)
0.387
(mol/m3)
0.775
(mol/m3)
2
0.001 (m/s)

XCO
CH4
C2-C4
C5-C9
C10+
CO2
H2O

0.868
8.05E-04
9.15E-04
5.78E-02
6.24E-02
1.62E-06
0.138

CO

T
P

H2
H2:CO
v

270 (°C)
20 (bar)
0.387
(mol/m3)
0.775
(mol/m3)
2
0.001 (m/s)

H2
H2:CO
v

300 (°C)
20 (bar)
0.387
(mol/m3)
0.775
(mol/m3)
2
0.001 (m/s)

XCO
CH4
C2-C4
C5-C9
C10+
CO2
H2O

0.858
2.64E-04
4.83E-04
5.25E-02
0.0705
5.48E-05
0.138

XCO
CH4
C2-C4
C5-C9
C10+
CO2
H2O

0.833
1.00E-04
2.80E-04
4.86E-02
0.0772
1.20E-03
0.137

CO

T
P
CO
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Table 5.5 reveals how the conversion and products changed as functions of temperature, and
some of the results are very unexpected. The first development is that conversion has a weakly
inverted relationship with temperature, at least over the range of temperatures examined. In
literature, temperature and conversion in FTS processes have a parabolic relationship; the
conversion peaks at an optimal temperature (usually around 230-240 °C for cobalt catalysts) and
drops as the temperature goes higher or lower13. Examining modelled conversion versus
temperature yields:
0.880

Conversion
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0.840
0.830
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Figure 5.15: Temperature vs Conversion in Modelled FTS Reactor. Conversion decreased as a function of
temperature, with the decrease accelerating the more temperature increased.

The results from Figure 5.15 show that the model results are consistent with the literature trends;
the optimal temperature predicted by the model is in the 200-210 °C range, so increasing the
temperature beyond that point leads to accelerating decreases in conversion. This phenomenon
comes about as higher temperatures lead to higher mass diffusion rates and faster kinetic reaction
rates which lead to increased conversion, but this is balanced by higher desorption reaction rates
which leads to decreased conversion.
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Moving on to the hydrocarbon selectivity, here is where the model results and literature
results diverge the most:
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Figure 5.16: Temperature vs. Percentage of Total Hydrocarbon Concentration. Higher temperatures lead to the
preferential formation of longer hydrocarbon species.

The main inference that can be drawn from Figure 5.16 is that the model shows longer
hydrocarbon products being favored at higher temperatures. This contradicts both the literature
consensus14 and results from OSU’s own FTS microreactor15. It is unlikely that these results
represent a new discovery or phenomenon; far more likely is that the model is missing a critical
component of the physics, and the most likely culprit is the lack of specificity with respect to the
surface diffusion coefficients. The lack of quality data about adsorbate behavior on cobalt
surfaces led to all surface diffusion coefficients being standardized to the same value,
irrespective of temperature and size effects. Due to this, the model cannot account for the
considerably faster diffusion of the adsorbed hydrogen species compared to all the other species
present on the surface. The practical effect of this is that the model fails to predict the higher
probability of a hydrocarbon chain encountering a hydrogen atom, and thus terminating the
chain.
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Finally, Table 5.5 also shows that increasing the temperature led to considerable increases in the
amount of carbon dioxide being produced. This is consistent with literature16, and it coincides
with a slight drop in the amount of water being produced. The rise in CO2 and drop in H2O
heralds a relative drop in the concentration of carbon and a relative increase in the concentration
of hydrogen; normally, this helps enable the hydrocarbon product distribution to shift to smaller
products. That shift isn’t evident here for the reasons mentioned above.

5.2 Corona Model Results
Similar to what was done with the FTS model, the best-case conditions were selected to
simulate the conditions of the real world corona microreactor that was available. For this case,
the base case was a feed of 2.52e-5 mol/m3 of CH4, 5.04e-5 mol/m3 of CO2, and 8.40e-6 mol/m3
of N2, along with 1 bar of pressure, 5 mA in current, 2 kV in voltage across the gap, and a
throughput velocity of 0.00045 m/s. These conditions are considered by the investigators to be
the best base case conditions; that is to say, they are the optimal operating parameters from
which to assess the functionality of the corona model. The first result examined is the velocity
profile, given below in Figure 5.17:
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Figure 5.17: Velocity Profile for Modelled Corona Reactor. Profile is uniformly laminar with a maximum velocity
of 0.00065 m/s in the center and a zero velocity at both walls. The plasma flame is represented by the square at x =
0.001 m.

From Figure 5.17, it can be seen that the fluid flow is fully laminar with a maximum velocity of
0.00065 m/s, an average velocity of 0.00045 m/s, and zero velocity at both walls. Analogous to
the FTS model, this is to be expected as the boundary conditions specified for the flow are noslip at the walls and no shear in the middle of the channel. Of note about the flow, there is
considered to be no momentum change from when the flow passes from the gas phase to the
plasma phase and then back to the gas phase. The crux of Figure 5.17 is that the convective flow
is functionally normally which lends legitimacy on the rest of the model.
Moving on to the concentration profiles and beginning with the feed species, methane’s
concentration profile is available below in Figure 5.18:
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Figure 5.18: Concentration Profile of Methane in Modelled Corona Reactor. Methane enters the reactor at left and
encounters the plasma flame at x = 0.001 where electrons collide with the gas molecules to begin forming radicals.
Once the flow leaves the plasma, the methane concentration increases slightly as radicals recombine.

Figure 5.18 shows how the methane concentration changes down the reactor, and there are three
distinct regions. The first region at left has the methane entering the reactor and mixing with the
nitrogen and carbon dioxide. The square at x = 0.001 m is the second region and it simulates the
plasma flame itself. When the methane molecules enter this region they begin to collide with the
electrons coming up from the electrode to create radical species. The radicals are free to
recombine with each other or react with molecules in this region, but even so this is insufficient
to prevent a significant decrease in the concentration of methane. One conclusion that is
immediately clear in this region is that the concentration decreases as a function of time in the
plasma; the concentration drops the most closest to the wall where the velocity approaches zero
and the least in the middle where the flow velocity is maximized. In the final region, the
methane rises slightly due to the recombination of radicals into molecules and also the
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concentration gradient coming out of the plasma flame gradually becomes mixed due to
diffusion. The carbon dioxide concentration below exhibits similar phenomenon:

Figure 5.19: Concentration Profile of CO2 in Modelled Corona Reactor. The carbon dioxide concentration
decreases due to reaction with other species created by the free electrons in the plasma. Note that the decrease in
concentration is very small.

It can be established from Figure 5.19 that the CO2 concentration profile is very similar to the
methane profile; the reactant enters at left at its peak concentration, suffers some decrease in the
plasma flame, and finally increases very slightly on the back end of the reactor due to radical
recombination reactions. The carbon-oxygen double bonds in CO2 are much more resilient to
electron collisions than the single H-C bonds found in methane, so most of the CO2 decrease
comes from reactions with excited nitrogen species or carbon radicals. The concentration of the
final feed chemical, nitrogen gas, is given below in Figure 5.20:
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Figure 5.20: Concentration Profile of Nitrogen in Modelled Corona Reactor. The nitrogen concentration is
technically constant throughout the reactor as no nitrogen molecules break down; rather the decrease observed here
is nitrogen entering the excited state.

The nitrogen profile in Figure 5.20 shows that the plasma reduces the concentration, but that it
near instantaneously recovers to its feed concentration once it exits the plasma flame. This is
harmonious with the fact that the electrons don’t have enough energy to break the triple nitrogen
bond, but they can collide with an electron in a nitrogen molecule to energize it into an excited
state. Regular N2 and excited N2 molecules are coded as different species in the model, so the
decrease in nitrogen observed in Figure 5.20 is really just the proportional of molecules in the
excited energy state. Once the flow is downstream from the plasma there are no more electrons
for collisional excitation, and the remaining excited nitrogen species collide and lose their energy
quickly hence leading to the near instant recovery of the nitrogen feed concentration. Moving on
to the products, the hydrogen concentration is found below in Figure 5.21:
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Figure 5.21: Concentration Profile of H2 in Modelled Corona Reactor. Hydrogen begins to form in the plasma
flame as the methane molecules get broken apart, but only a small amount forms as the electrons also break apart
H2. Most hydrogen actually forms after the plasma through radical recombination reactions.

From Figure 5.21, it can be seen that no hydrogen enters the reactor and very little forms within
the plasma itself. The only hydrogen source in the feed is methane, so methane must first be
broken down by the plasma to create hydrogen radicals which can then form H2. This process
begins in the plasma region, but H2 formation is stymied by the free electrons in the plasma
which can break apart the H-H bond as easily as the C-H bonds in methane. When the flow
moves beyond the plasma flame the hydrogen radicals are liberated to form H2 and that’s where
most of its formation occurs. Although hydrogen isn’t a desired product of this process, it is a
necessary byproduct of converting methane into higher hydrocarbons (namely ethylene) so
understanding how and where it forms in the reactor is an important observation. Looking at the
hydrocarbon products, ethane’s concentration is below in Figure 5.22:
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Figure 5.22: Concentration Profile of Ethane in Modelled Corona Reactor. Ethane begins forming in the corona
plasma, but its growth is inhibited by collisional dissociation from the free electrons. Most ethane forms after the
plasma, although the concentration drops slightly due to further reaction to ethene and ethyne.

The concentration profile of ethane in Figure 5.22 bears a lot of similarity to the hydrogen
profile; none in the feed, small amount of formation within the corona flame, and an
overwhelming amount of formation in the reactor after the plasma. Unlike hydrogen though,
there is a significant drop in concentration of ethane after the plasma flame due to presence of
hydrogen radicals. These radicals are responsible for the breakdown of many molecules until
they themselves are exhausted, something examined more thoroughly in Figure 5.28. This
occurrence is important as ethane itself is not a desired product due to its low commercial
viability. Desired products for the corona reactor are ethylene and acetylene, whose
concentration profiles are available below in Figures 5.23 and 5.24, respectively:
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Figure 5.23: Concentration Profile of Ethylene in Modelled Corona Reactor. Ethylene begins forming within the
plasma flame, but most of it forms downstream of the plasma. A small amount of ethylene is converted to acetylene
after the plasma.

Figure 5.24: Concentration Profile of Acetylene in Modelled Corona Reactor. Acetylene only forms after the
plasma, and even then only from converted ethane and ethylene.
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Figure 5.23 shows how the ethylene concentration reaches its zenith about 2 millimeters after
leaving the plasma due to radical recombination in this region. It then loses a bit of mass as
some of it is subsequently converted to acetylene. In contrast to this, acetylene scarcely forms at
all within the plasma and only slowly assembles itself from converted ethylene and ethane. This
is in part due to the difficulty of constructing acetylene spontaneously from two CH radicals.
One important interpretation of these last figures is that the formation of the two desired products
is largely out of the hands of investigators; both ethylene and acetylene are converted from
ethane, which forms spontaneously from methyl radicals formed from the electron dissociation
of methane. Looking at the higher hydrocarbons, defined here as propane and butane, familiar
patterns can be seen in Figures 5.25 and 5.26:

Figure 5.25: Concentration Profile of Propane in Modelled Corona Reactor. Propane forms from the combination
of methyl and ethyl radicals and quickly reaches its terminal concentration.
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Figure 5.26: Concentration Profile of Butane in Modelled Corona Reactor. Butane can only form from the
combination of two ethyl radicals, which is a rare occurrence and these radicals quickly exhaust themselves.

The first observation from the propane and butane concentration profiles is how little exists of
either. Both species require an ethyl radical as a reactant to form, and these are only available in
limited amounts and are quickly exhausted, as is seen later in Figure 5.30. Even so, the strong
effect of the parabolic distribution of velocities in the laminar flow is evident as the butane only
reaches maximum concentration near the walls of the reactor. The very low concentrations for
both higher hydrocarbons is even more remarkable due to the terminal nature of both products;
no reactions were allowed where either was a reactant, so any propane or butane molecules
formed stayed as such throughout the reactor. Shifting to the remaining products, there are three
oxygenated compounds that are created from the CO2 in the feed, the most prominent of which is
CO whose concentration profile is below in Figure 5.27:
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Figure 5.27: Concentration Profile of Carbon Monoxide in Modelled Corona Reactor. CO is created by the reaction
of CO2 with other species, not by the electrons directly. Only a small amount of CO is created.

In Figure 5.27, it can be observed that the CO begins to form readily in the plasma and continues
to do so for a brief time after the flow leaves the flame. The carbon monoxide formation in the
flame is due to the breakdown of CO2 caused by the excited nitrogen species as well as due to
the Boudouard reaction. Carbon monoxide is an important byproduct for the corona process as
its creation is tied to there being less pure carbon or coke in the reactor. Coking has been a
major source of system failure in the real world reactor, and some of this work will attempt to
provide insight about this phenomenon. The final group of species to examine is the
intermediate species, all of which in this case are radicals. Beginning with the hydrogen radical:
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Figure 5.28: Concentration Profile of H Radical in Modelled Corona Reactor. The hydrogen radicals are created
when free electrons in the plasma collide with methane and break the C-H bonds. After the plasma, the high
reactivity of the radicals leads to their rapid collapse in concentration.

Figure 5.28 shows how the hydrogen radicals form quickly in the plasma flame due to the
electron dissociation of molecules (mostly methane), before depleting themselves swiftly once
the flow progresses beyond the plasma. The hydrogen radical is the foremost radical species,
and it participates in many reactions as was shown in Figure 3.3. Despite this, the overall
concentration quickly collapses towards zero once outside the plasma flame as no new hydrogen
radicals are being made from free electrons. The main reflection to take from Figure 5.28 is that
the model is showing this radical species behaving in ways that are expected; electron impact
dissociation reactions always create radicals, but due to their high reactivity these radicals
quickly dissipate if they are not replaced. Looking at the other major radical, the methyl
concentration profile is found below in Figure 5.29:
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Figure 5.29: Concentration Profile of Methyl Radical in Modelled Corona Reactor. The methyl radicals form in the
plasma from electron impact dissociation reactions with methane, and are immediately consumed once leaving the
plasma.

From Figure 5.29, it can be seen that the methyl radical concentration profile is very similar to
the hydrogen radical profile, and that’s because they are driven by the same driving forces. The
main pathway to producing CH3 radicals is from the electron impact dissociation of methane
molecules, which explains the burst in concentration in the plasma. These radicals are then
quickly consumed to make molecules, leading to the concentration drop off after leaving the
plasma. An analogous but more extreme version of this phenomenon can be seen for the ethyl
radical concentration below in Figure 5.30:
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Figure 5.30: Concentration Profile of Ethyl Radical in Modelled Corona Reactor. A small amount of ethyl radicals
are created within the plasma, but are instantly consumed once leaving the flame.

The C2H5 radical concentration only briefly rises in the plasma and even then only near the walls
and at the end of the flame. After the plasma, the ethyl radicals are consumed almost
instantaneously. With such low concentration, it should be no surprise that the higher
hydrocarbons that depend on this species also have such low concentrations. Ethyl radicals are
also the gateway to the desired ethylene and acetylene products, so understanding how and
where it forms in the reactor offers an important insight into how the corona plasma reactor
functions. The results of Figure 5.30 suggest that this is one species that could strongly benefit
from a longer residence time or a larger plasma plume. For the last radical examined, the carbon
species concentration profile is presented below in Figure 5.31:
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Figure 5.31: Concentration Profile of Carbon Radical in Modelled Corona Reactor. Carbon or coke forms heavily
in the plasma nearest the electrodes, but is negated quickly by the CO 2.

The concentration profile of the carbon radical species in Figure 5.31 gives an idea about the
formation of coke within the real world reactor. Although only a small amount of pure carbon is
formed, it forms in the plasma in the immediate vicinity of the electrodes. This is problematic
for the real world as this carbon is then free to stick to the surface of the electrode, lowering the
conductivity of the electrode. Eventually, this carbon nucleates and forms a coke layer which
can form long, thin whiskers of carbon that can extend the height of the entire reactor channel.
Once the coke bridges the reactor, it creates a pathway for the electrons to travel between the
electrodes and short-circuits the system causing the plasma to fail. The model as designed does
not allow for any kind of surface adsorption or surface (catalytic) reaction, so its ability to model
this phenomenon is strictly limited to tracking the amount of carbon radicals produced. Another
important consideration when thinking about the results in Figure 5.31 is that the carbon radical
is extremely reactive and will have a very short half-life, so the probability of actually
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encountering a free carbon radical is virtually zero. What actually happens is that the carbons
will adhere together and form soot, which then can deposit on the electrodes. The evidence for
this is that there is considerable coke deposition downstream from the plasma in the real world
reactor, which strongly points to the existence of a mobile carrier species of carbon black17. The
purpose of this model isn’t to analysis this phenomenon, but understanding it is occurring can
better shape understanding of the model itself.
A summarization of the results of the base case modelled corona reactor is available
below in Table 5.6:
Table 5.6: Initial and Final Concentrations for Modelled Corona Reactor. Concentrations of all species are given in
mol/m3. Operating conditions were 1 bar, 240 °C, and 0.001 m/s linear velocity.

Species
CH4 In
CO2 In
N2 In
CH4 Out
C2H6
C2H4
C2H2
C3H8
C4H10
H2
N2 Out
CO2 Out
CO
O2
H2O

Concentration
2.52E-05
5.04E-05
8.40E-06
2.06E-05
4.10E-07
6.60E-07
3.00E-06
3.05E-12
3.10E-17
1.06E-05
8.40E-06
4.96E-05
9.69E-07
5.15E-08
4.90E-07

From the data in Table 5.6, it can be calculated that the conversion of methane is 18.5%. This
compares favorably to the conversion obtained from the real world under similar conditions,
which was 15.3 ± 4.2%18.
From the same experimental run, the C2+ selectivity was 0.446 ± 0.126 compared to 0.875 in the
model. Here, the C2+ selectivity is defined as:
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SelectivityC 2 

nC

n

CH 4,i  CH 4, f

where CH4,i is the initial methane flow, CH4,f is the final methane flow, and ΣnCn is the
summation of the flows of C2+ hydrocarbons multiplied by their respective number of carbon
atoms. The model and experimental results differ vastly on selectivity because the real world
reactor produces a considerable amount of carbon monoxide19, much more predicted than by the
model. It is unlikely that CO is being created by the plasma itself, as all the major reaction
pathways are covered in the reaction mechanism; instead, the most likely explanation is that
there is a catalytic reaction taking place on the surface of the electrode itself. The electrodes
used in the real world reactor were made of thoriated tungsten, and there is strong evidence from
DFT calculations that tungsten carbide can be an efficient electrochemical catalyst for the
reduction of CO2 to CO. Depending on the crystalline structure of the tungsten carbide, the C=O
double bond can be cleaved directly20 or through hydrogen-assisted steps21. In addition to the
higher CO formation rates, the real world reactor also produces significantly more C3
compounds that predicted by the model; 0.035 ± 0.009% by volume versus 7.42e-12 % from the
model. The vast difference is easily explained as the analytics used to measure the reactor
effluent cannot distinguish between different C3 compounds, such that propane, propene,
propyne, and propadiene are indistinguishable. In the model, only propane is allowed to form,
but it is likely that the C3 compounds that survive the plasma do so because they are held
together by double or triple bonds. As the model doesn’t allow for any C3 molecule besides
propane to form, what the stark difference between the modelled and experimental results means
is that nearly all of the C3 compounds produced by the plasma reactor have higher bond orders
than 1.
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Finally, the selectivity towards the desired products of ethylene and acetylene was found to be
0.787 for the model base case and 0.246 ± 0.07 for the real world reactor. As with the C2+
selectivity, the discrepancy can largely be explained by the higher favorability towards CO
formation.

5.2.1 Corona Model Results with Parametric Sweeps
Using the corona reactor base case from the previous section as a starting point,
parametric sweeps were done to examine how the product distribution changes as key variables
change. The variables examined were residence time, feed concentrations, pressure, voltage, and
current. For the base case, an average linear velocity of 0.00045 m/s was used which
corresponded to a resident of about 1 second within the plasma. Two other velocities were
selected, 0.0009 m/s and 0.000225 m/s, which correspond to residence times of 0.5 and 2
seconds, respectively. Table 5.7 below shows the results for the residence time parametric
sweep:
Table 5.7: Conversion and Selectivity of Different Residence Times in Modelled Corona Reactor. Longer
residence times correlated to higher conversions and higher selectivity towards ethylene and acetylene.

CH4

2.52E-05

CH4

2.52E-05

CH4

2.52E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

N2
P
I
V

N2
P
I
V

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)

N2
P
I
V

Velocity

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.000225
(m/s)

Velocity

0.00045(m/s)

Velocity

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.0009
(m/s)

XCH4

31.0

XCH4

18.5

XCH4

9.52

C2+ Select.
C2H4/C2H2
Select.

0.870

0.875
0.787

C2+ Select.
C2H4/C2H2
Select.

0.853

0.842

C2+ Select.
C2H4/C2H2
Select.

C2+ Yield

0.269

C2+ Yield

0.162

C2+ Yield

0.081

0.684
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Table 5.7 shows that higher residence times in the plasma translated to higher conversions of
methane. This is logical as longer time in the plasma translates to more opportunities for
electron collisions, and is strongly consistent with the data obtained from the real world reactor22.
It can also be seen from Table 5.7 that the C2+ selectivity was little affected by the changing
residence times. This is most likely due to two countervailing trends; the longer residence times
lead to the destruction of more methane which created more building block radicals for the C2+
compounds, but the longer residence times also created more opportunities for the electrons to
destroy the C-C bond in ethane. Lastly, Table 5.7 shows that the selectivity towards the desired
products increased as a function of residence time. Revisiting the corona reaction mechanism in
Figure 3.3, it can be seen that the main pathway for ethylene and acetylene formation passes
through ethane first, which explains why selectivity towards these species increases with
residence time as more time in the plasma means more methyl radical formation and thus more
ethane formation.
The next variable examined was system pressure, and the values of 1 bar, 2 bar, and 10
bar were selected. In Table 5.8, below, the results of these different pressure runs are revealed:
Table 5.8: Conversion and Selectivity of Different Pressures in Modelled Corona Reactor. Higher pressures very
weakly correlated to lower conversions and higher selectivity towards ethylene and acetylene. All concentrations in
mol/m3.

CH4

2.52E-05

CH4

2.52E-05

CH4

2.52E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

N2
P
I
V

N2
P
I
V
Velocity

8.40E-06
2 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

N2
P
I
V

Velocity

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

Velocity

8.40E-06
10 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

XCH4

18.5

XCH4

17.7

XCH4

17.6

C2+ Select.

0.875

C2+ Select.

0.912

C2+ Select.

0.916
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C2H4/C2H2
Select.

0.787

C2H4/C2H2
Select.

0.820

C2H4/C2H2
Select.

0.824

C2+ Yield

0.162

C2+ Yield

0.161

C2+ Yield

0.161

From Table 5.8, it can be seen that pressure had only a small effect on the product distribution.
As pressure increased from 1 to 2 bar, there was a very modest decrease in methane conversion
and very modest increases in both C2+ and desired product selectivities. Further increases to
pressure beyond 2 bar resulted in negligible changes to final product concentrations. The model
results agree well with the real world reactor results on methane conversion, which also showed
little correlation, but disagrees about C2+ selectivity, where the real world reactor reported a
significant negative correlation23. The hypothesis for this negative correlation from that work
was that higher pressures would encourage more syngas formation, and this seems correct; it is
known from the FTS model in section 5.1 that higher pressures encourage more adsorption on
the surface. More adsorption in turn will feed any catalytic reactions taking place on that
surface, including the reduction of carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide that was discussed earlier.
Another important variable that was investigated was the concentrations of the various
feed species. Each of the three feed species, methane, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen, were
analyzed. Beginning with methane:
Table 5.9: Conversion and Selectivity of Different Methane Feed Concentrations in Modelled Corona Reactor.
Higher concentrations correlated to lower conversion and higher selectivity towards C2+ and desired products. All
concentrations in mol/m3.

CH4

1.26E-05

CH4

2.52E-05

CH4

5.04E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

N2
P
I
V

N2
P
I
V
Velocity

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

N2
P
I
V

Velocity

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

Velocity

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

XCH4

19.4

XCH4

18.5

XCH4

17.7
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C2+ Select.
C2H4/C2H2
Select.

0.815

0.875

0.700

C2+ Select.
C2H4/C2H2
Select.

C2+ Yield

0.938

0.787

C2+ Select.
C2H4/C2H2
Select.

0.158

C2+ Yield

0.162

C2+ Yield

0.166

0.872

In Table 5.9, it can be established that higher methane feed concentrations correlated to lower
methane conversions as well higher selectivities towards C2+ and the desired products. These
results make sense if the system is in excess of energetic electrons, such that increasing or
decreasing the amount of methane only marginally affects the overall conversion rate. This also
explains why the selectivities improve; more methane in these circumstances means a higher
absolute concentration of methane is being consumed, and most of that mass ends up as a higher
hydrocarbon (or hydrogen) as seen below in Figure 5.32:

C2+ Concentration (mol/m3)

9.00E-06
8.00E-06
7.00E-06
6.00E-06
5.00E-06
4.00E-06
3.00E-06
2.00E-06
1.00E-06
0.00E+00
0.00E+00

2.00E-06

4.00E-06

6.00E-06

CH4 Consumed

8.00E-06

1.00E-05

(mol/m3)

Figure 5.32: CH4 Consumed Concentration vs. C2+ Collective Concentration. The collective concentration of C2+
compounds increases as the methane consumed concentration increases as methane is the limiting reactant at these
conditions.

Moving on to the other major feed component, the parametric sweep of CO2 feed concentration
is available below in Table 5.10:
Table 5.10: Conversion and Selectivity of Different CO2 Feed Concentrations in Modelled Corona Reactor. Higher
concentrations weakly correlated to lower conversion and higher selectivity towards C2+ and desired products. All
concentrations in mol/m3.

CH4

2.52E-05

CH4

2.52E-05

CH4

2.52E-05
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CO2 In

5.04E-05

CO2 In

1.01E-04

CO2 In

2.52E-04

N2
P
I
V

N2
P
I
V
Velocity

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

N2
P
I
V

Velocity

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

Velocity

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

XCH4

18.5

XCH4

18.3

XCH4

17.8

C2+ Select.
C2H4/C2H2
Select.

0.875

0.891
0.799

C2+ Select.
C2H4/C2H2
Select.

0.906

0.787

C2+ Select.
C2H4/C2H2
Select.

C2+ Yield

0.162

C2+ Yield

0.163

C2+ Yield

0.161

0.809

Surmising Table 5.10, it can be stated with confidence that increasing the amount of carbon
dioxide in the feed had little effect on the conversion or selectivity. Comparing these results to
the real world reactor results24, they agree well on the effect of CO2 on the conversion but
disagree strongly on its effect on selectivity. In the real world reactor, the higher concentration
of CO2 sharply increased the production of CO, which negatively impacted the C2+ selectivity.
This was due to the catalytic reaction mentioned before that isn’t included in the model. Finally,
in addition to sweeping the CH4 and CO2 feed concentrations, two specialized feed cases were
examined in Table 5.11:
Table 5.11: Conversion and Selectivity of Different Feed Scenarios in Modelled Corona Reactor. Having only
methane in the feed significantly boosts conversion and selectivity, while replacing the methane with ethane results
in higher conversion (of ethane) and higher selectivity as well. All concentrations in mol/m 3.

CH4

2.52E-05

CH4

2.52E-05

C2H6

2.52E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

CO2 In

0

CO2 In

5.04E-05

N2
P
I
V

N2
P
I
V
Velocity

0
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

N2
P
I
V

Velocity

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

Velocity

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

XCH4

18.5

XCH4

25.8

XC2H6

94.0
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C2+ Select.
C2H4/C2H2
Select.

0.875

1.000

0.787

C2+ Select.
C2H4/C2H2
Select.

C2+ Yield

0.763

0.921

C2+ Select.
C2H4/C2H2
Select.

0.162

C2+ Yield

0.258

C2+ Yield

0.718

0.718

Table 5.11 above runs through a couple of unique feed scenarios; the first, where only methane is
ran through the corona reactor, and the second, where ethane is substituted for methane in the
base case but all other parameters are kept the same. The methane only run showed that without
competition from other feed gases, significant gains could be realized in both conversion and
selectivity towards desired products. Surprisingly, replacing the methane with ethane led to a
decrease in selectivity to both C2+ products and ethylene/acetylene. Although formation of
larger hydrocarbons requires passing through ethane in the reaction scheme, replacing all the
methane with ethane caused the ethane to absorb the full brunt of the free electrons which largely
demolished it. It is important to note, that there was twice as much carbon entering the reactor as
an equivalent concentration of methane would provide, such that although the selectivity to
ethylene/acetylene was lower the absolute amounts of each produced far exceeded the base case.
More precisely, the feed switch led to an increase of 5.53x more ethylene and 6.67x more
acetylene. Replacing methane with ethane also led to a massive increase in the conversion of
ethane versus the conversion of methane in the base case. This increase is so massive that it
cannot be explained as merely the natural result of electron impact dissociation reactions with the
relative feed molecules, but rather the result of the radical recombination reactions that take
place after the plasma flame. These results strongly suggest that the overwhelming majority of
the methane and ethane molecules are broken apart in the plasma, and that the overall conversion
owes more to methane being an easier molecule to reassemble from its constituent radicals than
ethane. Neither scenario was tested in the real world reactor; solo methane feeds led to the
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reactor failing due to coke accumulation within a minute of start-up, and the project objectives
required methane as the primary feed gas so little time was expended looking at alternatives.
The penultimate variable examined was current, which determines the concentration of
free electrons available, and the results are available below in Table 5.12:
Table 5.12: Conversion and Selectivity of Different Currents in Modelled Corona Reactor. Current was directly
correlated with methane conversion, and was generally negatively correlated with selectivity. An exception
occurred at 0.1 mA, where free electrons became the limiting reactant causing conversion to higher hydrocarbons to
collapse. All concentrations in mol/m3.

CH4

2.52E-05

CH4

2.52E-05

CH4

2.52E-05

CH4

2.52E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

N2
P
I
V

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
0.1 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

N2
P
I
V

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
1 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

N2
P
I
V

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
2.5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

N2
P
I
V

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

Velocity
XCH4
C2+
Select.

9.5

Velocity

0.700

XCH4
C2+
Select.

C2H4/C2H2

0.576

C2+ Yield

0.067

16.5

Velocity

0.960

XCH4
C2+
Select.

C2H4/C2H2

0.859

C2+ Yield

0.158

18.3

Velocity

0.880

XCH4
C2+
Select.

0.875

C2H4/C2H2

0.791

C2H4/C2H2

0.787

C2+ Yield

0.162

C2+ Yield

0.162

From Table 5.12, it can be seen that current was strongly correlated with methane conversion up
to the point where the free electrons became in great excess and further increases in current can
no longer offer meaningful improvement in conversion. Conversely, current was correlated
negatively with C2+ and desired product selectivities. The exception to this came at the 0.1 mA
current level, where selectivity started dropping even as the conversion continued to drop. This
trend is magnified below in Figure 5.33:
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Figure 5.33: Current vs Methane Conversion and C2+ Selectivity. Methane conversion decreased as the current
decreased, while C2+ selectivity increased up to a maximum around 1 mA before beginning to decrease as current
decreased.

In Figure 5.33 it can be clearly seen that methane conversion increases as a function of electrical
current but that this increase has a limit of diminishing returns starting around the 2 mA level.
The selectivity towards C2+ products increased up until a maximum somewhere between 0.1 and
1 mA, before uniformly decreasing after this point as the current increased. This trend can be
explained as the result of two different phenomenon; first, as the current gets lower and lower
there are fewer and fewer electrons available for reactions which greatly disadvantages the
formation of compounds that require multiple collisions to create, and second, at high currents
formation of larger, saturated molecules becomes less favorable due to the increased probability
of collisions with electrons of sufficient energy to break bonds. Ironically, both phenomenon
lead to the same environment: C2+ hydrocarbon compounds being unfavorable products relative
to carbon monoxide. Evaluating these results in conjunction with the real world results is made
difficult by the constraints imposed on the allowable current and voltage combinations by the
real world reactor. The reactor needs to be in a relatively narrow range of I/V values such that
the plasma is stable and in the arc regime; 5 mA is the lowest current that was tested25, so there
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was no opportunity to examine low current conditions. Despite this limitation, the real world
results show that current was positively correlated with conversion and negative correlated with
selectivity26, which largely agrees with the results in Figure 5.33.
Voltage was the final variable examined, and the way the model understands voltage is
through the electron temperature. To convert between the two, the system voltage was first
converted to the reduced electric field by assuming the field between the two needles roughly
resembles a field between two plates such that:
6
V / d   2000V  /  500*10 m 

E/N 


2.69*1025 m3

n0

E / N  1.49*1019 V m2  149 Td
where V was the system voltage in volts, d was the gap distance in meters, and n0 was the
number of neutral particles in an ideal gas. With the reduced electric field, the electron
temperature can be determined from correlations27, 28. The results of the voltage parametric
sweep are available below:
Table 5.13: Conversion and Selectivity of Different Voltages in Modelled Corona Reactor. Voltage was strongly
correlated with methane conversion, and was generally negatively correlated with C2+ selectivity. Selectivity
towards ethylene/acetylene increased as voltage increased. All concentrations in mol/m3.

CH4

2.52E-05

CH4

2.52E-05

CH4

2.52E-05

CH4

2.52E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

CO2 In

5.04E-05

N2
P
I
V

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
0.5 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

N2
P
I
V

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
1 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

N2
P
I
V

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

N2
P
I
V

8.40E-06
1 (bar)
5 (mA)
2.5 (kV)
0.00045
(m/s)

Velocity
XCH4
C2+
Select.

1.6
0.890

Velocity
XCH4
C2+
Select.

6.7
0.915

Velocity
XCH4
C2+
Select.

18.3
0.884

Velocity
XCH4
C2+
Select.

22.6
0.872
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C2H4/C2H2

0.540

C2H4/C2H2

0.729

C2H4/C2H2

0.794

C2H4/C2H2

0.804

C2+ Yield

0.014

C2+ Yield

0.062

C2+ Yield

0.162

C2+ Yield

0.197

Table 5.13 shows that methane conversion is extremely dependent on the system voltage. As the
voltage drops below the base case, the average electron no longer has sufficient energy to break
even single bonds upon collision. This means that only the electrons in the tail end of the
Maxwellian energy distribution from Figure 1.12 have enough energy to break the C-H bonds in
methane, thus dramatically reducing the conversion. The selectivities took divergent paths; C2+
selectivity gradually declined as voltage increased, whereas the ethylene/acetylene selectivity
gradually increased as the voltage increased. Figure 5.34 below looks at these trends more
carefully:
4.50E-06
Concentration (mol/m3)

4.00E-06
3.50E-06
3.00E-06
2.50E-06

C2H6

2.00E-06

C2H4

1.50E-06

C2H2

1.00E-06
5.00E-07
0.00E+00
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Voltage (kV)
Figure 5.34: Voltage vs. Concentration of C2 Species. Although there is a general trend towards greater
concentrations of C2 species at higher voltages, the acetylene concentration increases much faster than the others.
Also, the ethane concentration actually drops slightly at 2.5 kV.

From Figure 5.34, it can be seen that there is a broad trend towards higher concentrations of C2
species at higher voltages with one exception; at 2.5 kV the concentration of ethane has dropped
slightly. It can also be seen that the C2H2 concentration increase vastly outpaces the ethane and
ethylene concentration increases starting at 1 kV. This largely explains the increasing desired
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product selectivity as a function of voltage. The overall drop in C2+ selectivity is attributable to
an increase in the production of carbon monoxide which is largely driven by a more favorable
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consumption of carbon dioxide at higher voltages, as is seen below in Figure 5.35:
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Figure 5.35: Voltage vs. CO Concentration and Exiting CO 2 Concentration. As voltage increases, the amount of
carbon dioxide consumed increases, which in turn drives formation of carbon monoxide.

Figure 5.35 clearly illustrates that higher voltages makes the consumption of CO2 more
favorable. As more and more CO2 is consumed, it drives the product distribution towards its
main product; carbon monoxide. The improved formation of CO in turn drives the C2+
selectivity lower.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusions
A novel mathematical model was designed and successfully implemented for two
dissimilar chemical reaction processes; a two-phase heterogeneous catalysis reactor and a corona
discharge plasma reactor. The centerpieces of both these models were the elementary reaction
steps and the mostly first-order reaction kinetics. At their core, the overwhelming majority of
chemical reactions can be simplified to these conditions; this imbues the model with a
universality that enables it to be adapted to any conceivable chemistry. Another key element for
both models was treating non-traditional entities as the equivalent of chemical species in most
respects. This meant that catalytic sites in the FTS model and free electrons in the corona plasma
model were allowed to participate directly in chemical reactions, albeit with unique rules
governing their behavior. By combining all of the above aspects with established momentum
conservation and mass transfer concepts, numerical mathematical simulations of both the
Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis reaction and the activation of methane in a corona discharge plasma
microreactor were successfully developed.
Both simulations contained deep dives into selected base cases, as well as parametric
sweeps of key variables to test the robustness of each model. For the Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis
model, longer residence times in the reactor corresponded to significantly higher conversions of
carbon monoxide and a slightly higher tendency towards methanation. Higher pressures led to
higher conversions up to 20 bar, but after this point the model predicts sharply diminished
returns. Hydrocarbon selectivity and pressure had no correlation. Changing the H2/CO ratio had
little effect on conversion, but higher ratios were strongly correlated with a preferability of
lighter hydrocarbons, especially methane. Finally, higher temperatures showed a weak negative
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correlation with conversion, indicating an optimal reaction temperature in the 200-210 °C range.
Higher temperature was also associated with lower selectivity towards lighter hydrocarbons; this
is contrary to what is seen in literature and is most likely the result of significantly faster surface
diffusion rates of adsorbed hydrogen.
The corona plasma reactor model also exhibited higher conversions (albeit of methane)
with longer residence times, but found no effect on selectivity towards C2+ products; however, it
did find an increase in selectivity towards ethylene/acetylene. Increasing the pressure from 1 to
2 bar led to a modest decrease in conversion and modest increase in both selectivities, but further
increases in pressure yielded no significant changes. Higher methane concentrations in the feed
also showed modest decreases in methane conversion and increases in both selectivities,
indicating that methane was the limiting reagent. In contrast, changing the carbon dioxide
concentration in the feed had no substantial effect on either conversion or selectivity. Increasing
the current increased the methane conversion up until the point where methane became the
limiting reagent. Current and both C2+ and ethylene/acetylene selectivity demonstrated a more
complicated relationship; both selectivities increased with increased current up until 1 mA, after
which both selectivities began to decline slightly as current continued to increase. Finally,
voltage and methane conversion were strongly correlated. As voltage increased, C2+ selectivity
decreased slightly while the ethylene/acetylene selectivity increased markedly, mostly driven by
growth in the acetylene concentration. On the whole, the model agreed well with the results
from the real world reactor with two important exceptions; the real world reactor had
significantly more carbon monoxide product, likely due to a catalytic reaction on the tungsten
needles themselves, and there was more C3 production in the real world reactor, most likely
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because the model only allows for propane production and what the reactor produced were
unsaturated hydrocarbons.

6.2 Future Work and Recommendations
Future work centers on expanding both models to incorporate more phenomenon and
extending the models to other, similar systems. One major area left unexplored by this work for
both models is the energy balance. Future efforts with these models could spend more time
examining and tracking how the energy moves around in the reactors, which in turn can inform
future engineering decisions.
For the Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis model, the cap on hydrocarbons can be lifted to a
higher value, such as C40H82, which will allow for a more complete understanding of what the
final hydrocarbon product distribution looks like. Each hydrocarbon product added in this
manner adds three new reactions and three new chemical species that the model must calculate,
so computational resources may become strained (which was the principal reason for their
exclusion in the first place). The model can also be expanded to include olefin products; their
main production pathway entails the formation of paraffins that later re-adsorb onto the catalytic
surface, something that only water is capable of doing in the current model. Adding this feature
would allow the model to look at cobalt catalysts that have been promoted with various metals
designed to encourage olefin formation. Also, the model could be switched to looking at iron
catalysts. This would require considerable changes to the reaction mechanism as iron catalysts
don’t follow the CH2 insertion mechanism; rather, they tend to be a combination of the CO
insertion mechanism and iron carbide formation. The CO insertion mechanism also increases the
likelihood of oxygenates forming, so these reaction pathways will have to be programmed into
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the model as well. Finally, the surface diffusion rates of all species could be modelled more
precisely, which should bring the unusual selectivity versus temperature results more in-align
with literature.
The corona discharge plasma model could be expanded by adding additional species, for
example propene which the real world reactor likely produced in significant quantities. Other
important variables that could be studied are the size of the plasma flame itself, or the gap
distance between the electrodes. Although an undesirable effect, the catalytic electroreduction of
CO2 to CO at the needle surface could also be introduced into this model by utilizing the Surface
Reactions module that was successfully employed in the FTS model. The goal of the activation
of methane project was to convert methane to a more valuable hydrocarbon product (either
ethylene or fuel-length alkanes), but using a corona plasma reactor for the electroreduction of
CO2 could be wildly beneficial in combatting global climate change. Lastly, more thought could
be put into modelling the radical recombination reactions that occur on the backend of the
reactor. In the current arrangement, their reaction rate constants are all the same and are set to a
high value to simulate the extraordinary reactivity of the radicals. This is sufficient, but a more
studious effort would be to model these reactions from first principles; for example, using a
Landau-Teller model that uses the vibrational-translational energy changes from collisions to
calculate the probabilities of a successful reaction.
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APPENDIX A: Bond Dissociation Energies
As was discussed in section 3.1.5.1, electron impact dissociation reactions do not depend
on energy of activation, but rather a threshold energy that is required of the electron to possess.
For these kinds of reactions, the threshold energy is usually equal to the bond dissociation
energy. With this in mind, Table A.1 below shows the important bond energies for this work:
Table A.1: Dissociation Energies of Important Bonds. All numbers taken from Blanksby and Ellison1.

Bond(s)
H-CH3
H-CH2
H-CH
H-C
H2C(-H)2
HC(-H)3
C(-H)4
CH3CH2-H
H-H
C=O
O-O
O-H

Dissociation Energy (eV)
4.55
4.77
4.38
3.51
9.32
13.7
17.2
4.38
4.52
7.76
5.18
4.41

 35.315 ft 3   1000000 tcf
13.3 bcm * 
*
3
m
1bcf

 

1

  $7.79 
*
  $3.66 billion
  tcf 

Blanksby, S.J. and G. B. Ellison. (2003) Bond Dissociation Energies of Organic Molecules. Acc. Chem. Res.
36(4). 255-263
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APPENDIX B: Additional FTS Model Results
Temperature (°C)
240

Pressure (bar)
20

CCO (mol/m3)
0.387

CH2 (mol/m3)
0.775

Velocity (m/s)
0.003
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174

Temperature (°C)
240

Pressure (bar)
20

CCO (mol/m3)
0.387

CH2 (mol/m3)
0.775

Velocity (m/s)
0.00033

175

Temperature (°C)
240

Pressure (bar)
1

CCO (mol/m3)
0.387

CH2 (mol/m3)
0.775

Velocity (m/s)
0.001

176

Temperature (°C)
240

Pressure (bar)
40

CCO (mol/m3)
0.387

CH2 (mol/m3)
0.775

Velocity (m/s)
0.001

177

Temperature (°C)
240

Pressure (bar)
20

CCO (mol/m3)
0.387

CH2 (mol/m3)
0.387

Velocity (m/s)
0.001

178

Temperature (°C)
240

Pressure (bar)
20

CCO (mol/m3)
0.387

CH2 (mol/m3)
1.161

Velocity (m/s)
0.001

179

Temperature (°C)
240

Pressure (bar)
20

CCO (mol/m3)
0.387

CH2 (mol/m3)
1.55

Velocity (m/s)
0.001

180

Temperature (°C)
210

Pressure (bar)
20

CCO (mol/m3)
0.387

CH2 (mol/m3)
0.775

Velocity (m/s)
0.001

181

Temperature (°C)
270

Pressure (bar)
20

CCO (mol/m3)
0.387

CH2 (mol/m3)
0.775

Velocity (m/s)
0.001

182

Temperature (°C)
300

Pressure (bar)
20

CCO (mol/m3)
0.387

CH2 (mol/m3)
0.775

Velocity (m/s)
0.001
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APPENDIX C: Additional Corona Model Results
All results are for base case.
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